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Bernard M. Baruch 
School of Business and 
Public Administration R.eporter
Acting President of 
City College Chosen. 
(See Bulletin­
Page 1) 
Work on the bridge, linking the main center with the student center, 
which has· been -going on now for nearly two years, has once again 
come to a halt. l[opes had been running high that the bridge would be 
completed this semester. It is now hoped that it will be completed 
this summer and be Qpen for use in the fall semester. 
Forced to Resign Post 
Her activities on the Inter-Club 
:Board have included being chair­
lady of the ICB Registration Com­
mittee during the spring semester. 
Earlier this semester, she was ap­
pointed by Dr. Robert A. Lov·e, di­
Tector of the evening session, to 
the Student-Faculty Committee, the 
highest post lo-which a student ca·n 
ascend. Upon assuining the 
-
editor­
ship, she will be forced to resign 
this position due to a -coriflict of 
interest. At the present time she 
is representing SFC on the Advi­
sory Committee on S t u d  e n  t 
Awards, acting as its secretary. 
An AAS student, she js currently 
majoring in advertising. She has 
been taking elective courses in 
journalism. · _ . 
· She is employed as· · Assist-ant 
Circulation Manager for the-Art 
in Flowers Publishing ·ce., 
The special Publicatio'h. As,soci;­
t;'on meeting was held last - Thurs­
day, in the Stud('lnt Center. Burt 
Beagle, former editor-in-chief, 
placed Miss Ammirati's name in 
-nomination. She wa·s seconded and 
rm1 unopposed. She was elected 
Phyllis ·M. Ammi�ati 
Editor-in-Chief Elect 
unanimously b·y·three voting mem­
bers of the board. In addition to 
Deagle, they wen) Fred M. Feld­
beirn and Edward M. Sullivan. As 
President, David did no"t have a 
vote. Mi�s Ammirati, who also is 
a member of the board, was not 
permitted a vote. 
The Publications Association is 
the governing body of publications 
in evening session. To be eligible 
its members must have s�rved at 
least six months on a newspaper 
in an editorial cap!lcity, Tbe mem­
bers are elected by the student 
body, during the registration pe­
riod. 
T�is special issue of 'The Re­
porter' is ;:;-ur final one for the 
Spring '61 term. 
T-he staff hopes that_ you will 
enjoy our "Year in Review" sup­
plement. 
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Lack of State Aid Will Delay CCNY 
Doctorate Program at Least 1 Year 
President Gallagher's Nine 
Years of Self less- Service 
By EDWARD M. SULLIVAN 
After nine years of dedicated service, Buell G. Gallagher 
is leaving the post of President of City College. Due in part 
to his efforts, this institution is now part of the City Uni­
versity of New York, and will ultimately be offering a 
valuable Ph.D. program, togetherc.>•------- - ---­
with all the scholastic benefits ac­
cruing to such degrees. 
Unanimously elected by the 
Board of Higher Education in June, 
1952, Dr. Gallagher took office on 
September l of that year. In his 
inaugural address in Uptown City's 
Great Hall, he said that tnere was 
no place in the college community 
for those who bring to the process 
of intellectual endeavor not an 
open mind, but a prejudgment. He 
clearly defined his position on scho­
lastic freedom and duty when he 
stated unequivocally that no par­
ticipant in the educational process 
should be permitted to use the 
classroom to espouse communism, 
fascism, racism, or religious dog­
matism under the protective cloak 
of academic freedom. 
He revealed his basic creed as 
"respect for each individual in his 
own right coupled with an active Dr.- B:,e]] G. Gal!ag-:1er who has 
concern for the common good." In _;erved as CCNY!s-President for the his long tenure of office, he was 
.frequently compelled to_ reaffirm past nine years, will ta1te up a new 
(Continued on l;';ige 2) post in Cnliforn:a n�xt seme ter. 
a b_road and integrated program, in 
wh1ch the student would have to 
show proficiency in six of -eio-ht 
ficl� 
O 
The eight fields am:· 
1. Accounting 
2. E<;9n9I11ic _.l}pa.lysis 





8: I,abor aild industrial relations. 
The doctorate candidate would 
·have to -take exarpinations in. six 
of these eight fields in ordei- to 
earn his Ph.D. degree. In essence, 
the doctorate degrees that may 
eventually be offered at the Baruch 
School will not be for work in any 
one specialized field. The candidafe 
will be rnquired to have an inten�e 
and broad , knowledge <;overing 
many different· aspects and phase.s 
of the o>'erall business scehe. 
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Dear Editor, At this time, I would like to ex­press my appreciation to those who were instrumental in making the 1961 Boat Ride a great suc­cess. Th.is year marks a new high 
in Evening Session participation in Baruch Boat Rides since its incep­tion. I am sure that with people of 
the high caliber of those who worked with me, the record of 350 tickets sold this term will soon be surpassed. I would like to pub­licly thank Allan Abraham, who worked relentlessly as sub-chair­man, and Dave Meltzer, Stan John­son, Carlos Orsini,· Howie Spanier, Sue Davison aI\d ·Jef�rey Feuer for selling moi:e tickets than: anyone 
else. Ted Eckman did a fine job of coordinating, with Dean Saxe, the 
ticket sales in House Plan. The help that .Millie Scharf cgave me with the posters was invaluable. Thanks, Reporter, the publfcity you gave the 1961 Boat Ride could well have been the deciding factor 
and/or the greatest force behind the sale of the boat ride tickets. Staf� Writers: Violet Balossini, Carlos Orsini, Alan Portville, Gerald Schemberg, Walter Sobel, Hank Stern, Fred Feldheim. 
Copy Staff: Vivian L. Rogers, Barbara Maisel, Doris Berkowitz. 
Cub Staff: Ben Pincus, Ray. Rodriguez, Carolyn J. Teitelbaum. 
Photography Staff: Akio Miyabayashi, Alphonso La Borde. 
Adyertising Staff: J <.>h!l Saluk. 
Thank you. The cooperation that ' �� r/, r 9 
r. Larry L2.paiter gave me and the . ff a_ rn er s . enrr of f-eru:l'eway that Day Session Student UJ :,J UI Jia Jj IP' 1•1 Council dealt with Evening Ses-sion was a strong factor in our (Continued from Page 1) success. I appreciate it very much his strong position on the abuses 
and hope that we can work together of academic freedom, particularly like this in the future. with regard to the communist is-
Physician, Heal Thyself. 
Thank you Miss Marks, Dr. Li, sue. Dr. Gallagher believed that Mr. ·Murdock and Mr. Wright for communists should not be allowed help and encouragement you gave to teach, since their "distorting and me and the members of my staff. perverting of truth " disqualifies 
On page six, there is an article written by Stanley John­son, president of Student Council, in which he attacks The 
Reporter for neglecting to give Council enough publicity. In it, _he refers .to a resolution passed by Council which, he 
A special thanks to the 350 peo- them from participating in a "free ple who attended the boat ride· market of ideas." He pointed out Sunday, I would like to hear more that this "free market " should of your opinions about the boat not be open to " ... those who enter ride. with a blackjack." 
· claims, was mentioned in a small article. The small article he is talking about happened to have been the leading story . of th� issue of May 2, and was in a prominent position on ·page 1. 
In his article, he also wonders how our staff members are able to get their stories to appear in The Reporter. It's really. very simple; they merely hand in legible copy before an issue's deadline. Mr. Johnson's article was not only given to us after the deadline, but was one of the most inartfoulate pieces of tripe I have ever had the misfortune to read. The article was accepted because this is the last issue of the term, and we wanted to give Mr. Johnson an opportunity to speak. Quite a bit of time was spent re-writing it, and try­ing to turn it into a readable piece of copy. In his haste to absolve himself from any blame for Council's ineffectiveness, Mr. Johnson has very foolishly de­cided to cast stones at The Reporter. In part, Mr. Johnson is right. We could have given Council more coverage. For instance, we could have reported the Council meeting held a few short weeks ago, which Mr. Johnson strode out of, like a pounting prima donna, because he was unable to keep his fellow Council members under control. I suggest that Mr. Johnson come out of his daze and exert the type of leadership the Student Council requires. If, and when, he does, The Reporter will gladly give Council more coverage. 
M.B. 
Electronic Inertia . . .  
Yours truly, 
Alan Bernard, .Chairman, Student Council Boat Ride Committee 
Diebold Talks 
On Automation 
By ROBERT J. MUNIZ 
Citing "a fundamental revolu­tion in information" as one of the most significant aspects of automa­
tion, Mr. John T. Diebold, author, management consultant, and re­nowned expert on technology, ad­dressed the Baruch School Beta Chapter of Mu Gamma Tau, last Friday, May 12. In speaking at the Third Semi­Annual Installation of the gather­ing, the second chapter of the Na­
tional Honorary Fraternity in In­dustrial, Personnel and Traffic Management, Mr. Diebold under­scored the monumental role of automation as a major break­through in the technology of han­dling and storing information for ready utilization in every aspect of human endeavor. The guest speaker, whose own consulting firm, the Diebold Group, is international in its operations, treated a number of areas of ap­plication for the new technology 
Very few students have any knowledge of electronic which afford a vaSt field of devel-opment. Among these, which, he data processing. To most of them, computers are "giant acknowledged, involved complex brains" that perform magical feats without any human aid. technological problems that have 
Ai, those who work in the field know, this is a gross miscon- yet to be solved, were language ception; someone must plan every single step of the job the translation, medical research, com­computer handles. If even one minute detail is overlooked, pilation of legal data, weather con-trol, and traffic control both on the the computer cannot compensate for it. It is merely a tool - ground and in the air. albeit a very important one - to be used as management sees In remarking on Russian em-fit. Someone must have enough knowledge to decide when, f!a��d a�je��;a;:ei�el:te�a;:ei:�i= where and how it is to be used. mation, he highlighted the vital N.Y.U. has recognized the importance of electronic data consequence and implications of processing and offers dozens of courses in this field. Even maintaining leadership in this re­high school students in this city have received training in spect and the necessity of quality computer programming. Yet, Baruch students must go else- of thought rather than quantity of where if they wish to delve into this area. Only one course ii:�uction as the vital considera­in E.D.P. is offered here, and that is on the graduate level. At the conclusion of the instal-It's about time a Department of Electronic Data Pro- lation, Mr. Alvin Booke, newly cessing was set up in this school. If help is needed in plan- elected Chancellor of Mu Gamma
'· · 
h A 
· · f C . M h. Tau, whose stated purpose is "to mng a curriculum, t e ssoc1at10n or omputmg ac mery, promote and develop Management and most computer manufaturers, would be glad to be of as a science and profession," con­assistance. Supposedly, today's students are tomorrow's lead- ferred �onorary mem_bership in the ers. It would be nice to expect these leaders to be trained f.����!� :a:\�����Jin;s c��: properly. tributions to business and govern­M. B. ment." 
Strong Stand on Communism Although he was opposed to com­munists joining the faculty, he had 
no objection to letting people of different opinions address the stu­dent body. In 1958, the Marxist Discussion Club invited Benjamin Davis to speak, but Davis had been indicted under the Smith Act, and the municipal colleges had a rule which forbade all such persons from speaking at the colleges. Car­rying the club's appeal to the Ad­ministrative Council (the presidents of the seven schools of what is now the City University), Dr. Gallagher said that while he had no "dis­
cretionary power . . .  to waive the ruling now in effect,'' he had al­ways been in favor of rescinding 
the ban (which has since been lifted). In 1954, when McCarthysm was a household word, Dr. Gallagher protested the "investigative pro­
cedure . . . of some politicians in 
this hour of hysteria and fear." Speaking in the Broadway Taber­
nacle Church on the topic of "How Much Freedom Can We Afford In Education ?", he criticized the late senator from Wisconsin. As recently as 1960, he voiced his disapproval of "communist­
oriented students " Uptown, citing the aforementioned Marxist Discus­sion Club, and the editor of the Observation Post, a student news­paper. He called on "the non­Communist Liberals " to speak out and make known their opinions on politics and national affairs, lest a small handful of Marxist-oriented students become known as official spokesmen of the entire student body. In 1955, his name was mentioned as a possible nominee for the new­ly created post of Chancellor of the City Colleges, but he flatly refused, preferring to remain in the Presi­dent's position. 
Interested In Baruch School He has always been interested in the welfare of the Baruch School, 
and several years ago requested funds to acquire a new site, and tried to discuss plans for a new building. He was refused, but man­
aged to get an appropriation of $110,000 with which he acquired a 
new student center for the busi­ness students. He has long been a staunch opponent of all attempts to establish a tuition charge at City College. 
Buell G. Gallagher was born in Rankin, Illinois, on Februa1·y 4th, l904, the son of Reverend Elmer David Gallagher. He received his first degree in 1925 from Carleton College, where he met and married June Lucille Sampson. Like his father, he stu_died for the ministry, 
and was ordamed a Congregational minister in 1929, in which year he received a bachelor of divinity de­gree at Union Theological Sem­inary of New Yor� City. 
A Variety of Posts The next twenty- years saw him taking on a variety of posts in which he gained immeasurable ad­ministrative experience, and ren­dered fine service for both public 
and prlvate interests. He was pres­ident of Alabama's Talladega Col­lege (a liberal arts school for Ne­groes) from 1933 to 1943, during which time he earned a Ph.D. from Columbia University. In 1943, he joined the Pacific School of Religion where he lab­
ored for five years as a full pro­fessor. In 1949, he began a brief period of government service when he was appointed as Consultant to the Federal Security Adll)inistra­tion. In 1950, he became Consultant to the United States Commissioner of Education, and in 1952, he was chosen for the post of Commis­sioner for Program Development and Coordinator in Education. From April to August of 1952, he con­cluded his government .  service as Assistant Commissioner of Higher Education. 
His Books and .Degrees Dr. Gallagher is an active mem­ber of the NAACP and has written 
two well received books, "Color 
and Conscience : The Irrepressible Conflict" and "Portrait of a Pil­grim: A Search for the Christian Way in Race Relations," in an ef­fort to shed some light on the problem of racial discrimination. In 1955, he observed that there was a "spreading pattern of racial suppression" characterized by a "storm of bigotry, and obscuran­tism in open defiance of the Su­preme Court." During his highly rewarding tenure at Talladega, he had written his first book entitled "American Caste and the Negro College." Throughout his long career, Dr. Gallagher has received a host of honorary degrees, including Doctor 
of Humane Letters, Wagner Col­lege, (1954); Dr. of Law, Brandeis U niversity (1954); Dr. of Law, Co­lumbia University (1954); and Dr. of Humane. Letters, Moravian Col­lege (1957). A member of both Phi Beta Kap­pa and Delta Kappa Rho, he is also American chairman and interna­tional vice-chairman of the World University Service, and is president 
of Youth Aid, Inc. In February, he was elected Chevalier of the French Legion of Honor. 
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Little Old New York: Funtown USA 
Your vacation is what you make it - and New York 
has all the ing-redients. The most and best in entertainment 
and the arts, sports and shopping-, fine dining- and world­
famous sightseeing attractions are 
year-round fare in Gotham. And 
from June to September, the Big 
Town adds a dash of flags and 
fireworks and a s�asoning of eye­
filling special events that make 
our city a Summer Festival for 
some five million visitors from all 
over the world. 
Sports are high on the list of 
ew York's Summer Festival at­
tractions. 
Summer Festival Handicaps will 
be among the highlights of the 
thoroughbred horse racing meets 
at Aqueduct and Belmont, and the 
harness racing meets at Yonkers 
and Roosevelt Raceways. Downing 
Stadium, on Randall's Island, will 
be the scene of the National Track 
and Field Championships on June 
23-24. One of the most unusual at­
tractions in New York is the 
Broadway Show League. Teams 
representing the companies of 
Broadway hit shows play ball each 
Thursday afternoon through the 
season in Central Park. 
During their working hours, New 
York's showfolk will be presenting 
1nusical shows, dramas, and come­
dy hits all through the Festival 
season at some 30 air conditioned 
Broadway theatres. Tickets to hit 
plays are easier to get in the sum­
mer. Other theatrical attractions, 
including works by new play­
wrights, and productions of the 
<:lassies, will be featured at "off­
Broadway" theatres" around town, 
.and dozens of new movies will be 
showing in premiere runs at Got­
ham's famous motion picture thea­
tres. 
Radio City Music Hall offers a 
spectacular stage show in addition 
to its first-rw1 -screen attractions. 
New York is also the nation's TV 
headquarters;· there -is no charge 
for sJudio a).1dience tickets, which 
:may be obtained free each day at 
the <;;onvention and . Visitors Bu­
reau's Information · Center at 90 
East 42nd St. 
under the stars at Jones Beach 
Marine Amphitheatre, where Guy 
Lombardo's production of "The 
Story of Paradise Island" will 
premiere on June 23. 
Summer Festival brings New 
York's musical world outdoors for 
a brimming schedule of popular 
and classical music programs at 
parks and amphitheatres through­
out the city. The 44th Annual Sta­
dimn .Concerts season will begin on 
June 20th. Many of the world's 
most distinguished performers have 
appeared in this famous series, 
held in the 18,000 capacity Lewi­
sohn Stadium. 
Another cente1· of musical act­
ivity in summer, all of it free, is 









�u';i�:;Si� tours the city parks. There are been said thv.t you can tell a lot 
Concerts, featuring the Goldman New York's fascinating zoos and about people from how they play,











night series on June 21 at Cejltral 
- and more than sixty museums of 
citizens. In addition to baseball Park, with Thursday night ap- all kinds, including the majestic diamonds (174·), golf courses (10), petarances at Brooklyn's Pros- Metropolitan, the Musewn of Na- s'vi·mm1·11g pools ( 29), tenn1·s cot1rts tural History, and an entire Chi!- , pect Park Music Grove . The 
dren's Museum. Youngsters and (458), and running tracks (21), Civic Symphony will perform at grown-ups alike are fascinated by New York's parks contain 4 arch­the Mall beginning July 1· An- the spectacular sky shows at the ery ranges, 19 cricket pitches, 49 other musical spot in Central Park Hayden Planetarium. soccer fields, and 69 courts for is Harlem Meer. Nearly two miles Summer Festival time or any playing boccie, an Italian game north of the Mall, this little lake t ·  N y k h 
. 
ht resembling a cross between lawn will be the scene of a series of ime, ew or as more s1g - bowls and horseshoe pitching. Tuesday evening name band con- seeing wonders than any other (Ther·e are also 20 bo\vl1'ng gr·eens place in the world. Top visitor fav-certs, starting July ll. orites, according to the New York and 380 horseshoe pitching courts). In historic Washington Square, Convention and Visitors Bureau, The Restaurant Guide is a valua-where Greenwich Village meets 
















A boat trip around Manhattan in New York, serving choice dishes 
ings beginning August 7- The Island or up the Hudson is an en- from many countries of the world. tempo changes on Thursday eve- joyable introduction to New York's It saves guesswork by listing pi-ices nings, when the staid old park is varied landmarks and neighbor- at each establishment, as well as a used for free square dances led by 





��;�ihe�\r�� pocketbook. You can even take a Events are also available to help 
There's still more free music in the tour in a sightseeing helicopter. you in pbnning your New York 
weekly Battery Park Concerts, Sports-minded visitors, as well vacation. They may be obtained 
whose noon-time performances as athletic Broadway show people, free of charge by wi-iting, or pay­













































time · New York. Starting June 29, dall's Island Jazz Festival, August 































�� Sch Ola rs h ,·p s Offered new lakeside amphitheatre in Cen-
_t1_·a _l _P_a _rk_ . _T_ h_ e _r _e'_ll _h_e_1_n _or_·e_th_e _a _tr_e __ T_h _e _re_a_r_e _ c_ a_ r _ou_
0
s_e _l _a_n_d _an_ i_m _a_l 
I TO B a r u C h s t u de n ts Most A1merican Presidents 
Graduated From College 
By WALTER SOBEL 
Many of us know that President Kennedy g-raduated 
'from Harvard, but what of our other Presidents and their 
scholastic records? Of our 34 Presidents, 22 were g-raduates 
of colleges, 3 attended college but left before g-raduating-, and 
9 did not attend any school of • 
higher learning. Presidents. These were Ulysses S. 
800 Scholarships 200 Fellowships 
Fulbright scholarships for grad­
uate study or pre-doctoral research 
in 32 countries will be available to 
over 800 graduate students for the 
1962-63 academic year, it was an­
nounced by the Institute of Inter­
Over two hundred fellowships for 
graduate study in 15 foreign coun­
tries in 1962-63 will be offered by 
foreign governments and universi­
ties through the Institute of In­
ternational Education. 
national .Education which admin- The Institute of International
isters the prog1
·
am for the Depart- Education announced that applica­ment of State. tions for these fellowships are now In addition to the Fulbright available. Scholarships, awards for graduate 
Page Three 
CCNY Studen 1ts 
Assist Hospital 
An unusual program of coopera­
tion bet\veen City College and 
neighboring Knickerbocker Hos­
pital is giving students a new kind 
of classroom and at the same time 
helping take a long look of self­
appraisal. 
The program sta1:ted on an ex­
.perim�ntal basis three years ago 
when Alvin Conway, executive di­
rector of Knickerbocker Hospital, 
and Professor Richard Brotman 
of the college's Student Life De­
partment began exploring ways in 
which the two · institutions could 
help one another. 
The hospital saw in the use of 
CCNY student volunteers an op­
portunity to get a fresh and crit­
ical approach to many areas of 
hospital care and administration. 
For the college, the project gave 
students a cha11ce to take part in 
an important- community service 
and supplem�nt classroom studies 
\vith field work in different areas 
of speeia.lization.· 
Sine� the ·sta1·t ·of the program, 
more than 150 students· have vol­
unteered to work at the hospital 
and what started as an experiment 
has become a regular part of the 
cun-iculum. 
This terni, fifty City College 
undergraduates have devoted some 
6,000 .hours to th ·e job of serving 
the hospital and helping it examine 
problem a.i-eas in five divisions. 
Part of the students' activity is 
devoted to ·observing. and evaluat­
ing hospital procedures and stud­
ying the relationships between pro­
fessional staff. and patients: The 
students then prepare brief criti­
ques based on their. observations 
and experience. Their pape1·s are 
read at bi-weekly i:neetings which 
are conducted in the manner of a 
research seminar. 
The students' fresh approach 
procedure has resulted in many re­
commendations for change. Some 
of these have been put into effect 
and have led to improvements in 
hospital procedures. 
Mr. Conway cities the recent re­
molding of the Pediatric Ward as 
the prime example of student ini­
tiative. 
"Student volunteers suggested 
procedural changes that have made 
the children happier," he said. 
"Students suggested alteration of 
the physical layout of the ward, 
helped to draw up plans for the 
changes and raised some of the 
money for the renovation. 
Students now man the children's 
ward in teams of two on a volun­
tary full-time basis. 
As the project developed under 
Prof. Brotman and Mr. Stern, both 
of whom are trained in group dy­
namics, it has taken on an added 
dimension of value for the young 
volunteers. It also teaches them to 
critically appraise themselves. 
Gershwin at 
Lewisohn
Harvard leads the academic field Grant and Dwight D. Eisellhower. 
with 5. Besides Kennedy, they were Some of our other Presidents at­
John Adams, John Quincy Adams, tended these colleges: James K. 
Theodore Roosevelt, and Franklin Polk, North Carolina; Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt. Harvard's arch Pierce, Bowdoin; James Buchanan, 
rival, Yale, only gave us one -Wil- Dickinson; Rutherford ;B. Hayes, 
lfam Howard Taft. Roundin·g out Kenyon; James Garfield, Williams; 
the Ivy League, Princeton supplied Chester Alan Arthur, Union; Ben-
2 men for the White House: James jamin Harrison, Miami of Ohio; 
Madison and Woodrow Wilson, who Calvin Collidge, Amherst; and 
study in Latin America under the The fellowships cover tuition 
Inter-American Cultural Conven- costs and varying amounts for liv­
tion and for graduate study in Ire- ing expenses for study in universi­
land under the Scholarship Ex- ties in Austria, Brazil, Canada, 
change Program between the U.S. Denmark, France, Germany, Iran, 
and Ireland will also be offered Israel, Italy, Mexico, The Nether- An innovation of the coming 
for 1962-63. Applications for these lands, Poland, Rumania, Sweden "Stadium Co n c e r t s" season, 
programs are now available . and Switzerland. Students applying which opens June 20th at Lewi-
General eligibility requirements for Austrian_, Dani�h, French, Ger- sohn Stadium of The City College, 
for all categories of awards are: man, Israeh, Itahan, or Nether- will be the presentation of high­
],) U.S. citizenship at time of ap- lands governme�t awards may ap- lights from the Broadway show 
plication; 2) a bachelor'.s degree or ply for a Fulbng�t Travel ?rant hits of George Gershwin for the 
its equivalent; 3) knowledge of to suppleme�t _ t��1r fel10,�sh1ps. first time at the Annual Gersh\vin 
the language of the host country . General �hg1b1hty req_u�reme�ts Concert, scheduled for Saturday 
sufficient to cany out the proposed mclude Umted State� c1tiz�nsh1p, evening, June 24th. With Franz 
study project and to communicate bachelor's degree or 1�s eqmvalent Allers conducting the Stadium's 
\vith the people of the countiy; 4) be��re departure, foreign language traditional Gersh\yin salute for the 
good health. In addition, a good ab1hty, and good health. A good first time, the second half of the 
academic record and demonstrated academic record and demonstrated program ,viii be designated as 
capacity for independent study are capacity for independent study are "Gershwin on Broadway" and ,vill 
also necessary. Preference is given also necessa1y. Preference is given include excerpts from " Of Thee I 
to applicants under 35 years of age to applicants under 35 years of age Sing," Funny Face," "Lady Be 
who have not previously lived or who have not had extensive ex- Good," "Girl Crazy," "Sinbad," and 
studied abroad . perience abroad. While married 1 "Strike Up the Band," in the 
was president of Old Nassau. Herbert Hoover, Stanford. 
The second oldest college in the George Washington and Abe Lin-
United States, William· and Mary, coin were among the Presidents 
provided us with 3 Presidents - that had no college education, the 
Thomas Jefferson, James Monroe, others were Andrew Jackson, Mar­
and John Tyler. Our Military Aca- tin Van Buren, Zachary Taylor, 
demy at West Point has given us Millard Fillmore, Andrew Johnson, 
thousands of generals, including Grover Cleveland, and Harry S. 




125 East 23rd Street (Lexington Ave.) 
AL 4-9107- 8 
Reports • Resumes • Theses - Stencils 
Applications for scholarships for persons ai·e eligible for most of the special arrangements by George 
1962-63 will be ·accepted until No- fellowships, the stipends are geared Bassman for "The Gershwin 
vember 1, 1961. Requests for ap- to the needs of single grantees. Years." 
plications must be postmarked by Applicants may obtain further Singing-actress Dorothy Collins 
October 15. Interested students may information and application forms and baritone Jack Russell will per­
write to the Information and Coun- from the Infonnation and Counsel- form the Gershwin show music, 
seling Division. Institute of Inter- ing Division, Institute of Interna- with the Stadium Symphony Or­
national Education, 1 East 67th tional Education, 1 East 67th chestra and the Merrill Staton 
Street, New York 21, N. Y. Sti·eet, New York 21, New York. Singers. 
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An American Way 10f Life· 
Thr-o_ugh The Peace Corps· 
By FRED FELDHEIM 
. Rarely has American youth had the opportunity to do 
anything of real value in the field of international affairs. 
With the advent of the Peace Corps, capable peo})le of all 
ages will be able to show the world 
what America is about and what 
Americans are capable of accom­
plishing. 
When the Peace Corps was first 
announced it seemed evident that 
only college graduates and very 
few other people would be eligible 
to participate in this grandiose 
scheme. The complexion of things 
has been materially altered. The 
need for many people with or with­
out college degTees or education 
has been expressed and will likely 
bring forth the first contingent of 
agricultural workers and teachers 
of English in some African nations. 
One of the most important points 
of this program is the fact that it 
is not solely a govemment project. 
Colleges and universities will be 
participating along with private 
agencies. However, the Peace Corps 
will maintain some projects of its 
-0wn origin. 
The basic importance of this 
Peace Corps concept is that it will 
function on a people to people 
basis compared to the former pol­
icy of supplying money and guns 
to help friendly nations. The Corps 
is meant to supply individuals with 
certain skills, to counhies that 
:want them; to assist and instruct 
the people indiginous to that coun­
try so that· they will be able to 
help .themselves and their countries. 
To make this work, it is surely 
necessary to · choose and select 
those individuals who ,vill go to a 
country in need very carefully, as 
to skill and stability. ·The necessity 
of skill is evident; the stability is 
needed to overcome the rigors of 
working under conditions dis-sim­
ilar·to those which most of us are 
now adapted. 
Unlike former aid plans, the peo­
ple that are finally selected and 
trained, in this country and over­
seas, will be volunteers who will 
not receive· the wages and Jive 
und,er the standards our paid tei:}1-
nical assistants presently do. The 
Corpsman will live on the same 
level, in each country, as do the 
people in that country. He will not 
be paid a regular wage, but will 
have his medical and living ex­
penses paid for him and will be 
paid only a small bonus, upon his 
return to this country, which will 
be determined by his length of 
service. 
Other pressures will be put on 
the Corpsmen. The usual number 
of skeptics will be on hand as well 
as the usual number of harassers 
from the other· side of the fence. 
Both of these aspects are being 
taken into account in the training 
the volunters receive before they 
leave foi· their assignments. 
They will be coached on Ame1� 
ican· institutions and structure and 
advised a� how to han.dle any· situa­
tion's of friction that may occur. 
Learning as well as teaching is 
an important factor in this pro­
gram. The men and women thv.t 
cross the oceans and borders will 
learn about the countries in which 
they will spend their two .or three 
year tour of .duty. They will learn 
customs and traditions during their 
training period, but must learn 
how the people ·of the country feel 
and act so that .they can learn how 
the world turns in an atmosphei'e 
outside our own. 
This learning should enable the 
Corpsman to relate to us the actual 
needs and wants of a country and 
help us establish a better tinder1 
standing of that country in relation 




At its last meeting of the term, 
the .Accounting Society elected 
Fred H. Altschuler its next Presi­
dent. Also elected were Harold 
Blum, vice president; Doris Berko­
witz, secretary; Carlos Orsini, 
treasurer; Vincent J. Lero Jr., I.CB 
representative; and Minna Fuchs, 
Publicity Committee chairman. 
The new President has an­
nounced that next tenu's meetings 
:wil\ be held ·on Mondays at 10 p.m. 
CAMERA 
All members of the Camera Club 
are urged to bring in their prints 
for the end-term Photography Ex­
hibit which takes place Wednesday, 
May 17th and continues until Mon­
day, May 22nd, in the Marble 
Lounge. All prints must be 
mounted. See exhibit committee. 
Thursday, May 18th, the Camera 
.Club will give a 35mm Slide Show 
and make plans for the Fall sem­
ester. Refreshments will be served. 
Prints will be mounted Wednesday, 
,May 17th, on the 3rd floor of the 
Student Center. Ask for Harvey, 
Larry or David for assistance. 
CARVER CLUB 
This coming Friday, May 19, the 
Carver Club will present "Pagean­
try of Spring", its annual Fashion 
Show and dance. 
Messrs. George Branford and 
William O'Brian, owners of the 
Branford Esquire Studio (for good 
grooming) are assisting Miss Betty 
Barney, Fashion Show Director in 
giving the non-professional models, 
pointers on walking, posing, pos­
ture, etc. Miss Barney has also ob­
tained professional models for the 
show. 
A band has also been obtained 
for the show and the dancing plea­
sure of all students. 
Dancing starts at 8 P.M. on the 
second floor of the Student Center 
and Show Time iJ; 9:30 P. M. 
All students are invited to attend 
this event, always a highlight of 
any spring semester. 
HILLEL SOCIETY 
The ES Hillel Society has re­
elected Maurice Joseph Chairman 
of its Executive Committee for the 
Fall Semester. 
Hillel's next event is a picnic at 
Clove Lake Park on Staten Island 
June 11. 
Plans are now being formulated 
for a summer program for Hillel. 
Members will be notiiied of coming 
events by mail. 
HOU:SE PLAN 
In the Mardi Gras Journal, Dr. 
Irving Greger states that "At some 
time or other, almost every stu­
dent at the school has made use 
of the facilities of House Plan." 
Since the 01-igin of House Plan, 
over 10,000 individuals have held 
membership cards. House Plan 
looks for greater achievement in 
the future at the new Student Cen­
ter. 
Dates to keep in mind for the 
remainder of this term are: 
• June 7, 1961-"Awards and 
Installations", admission free, 
place: Student Center, 8 P,M. 
• June 3, 1961-"Hayride"- a 
combined day: and evening 
session affair where the girl 
asks the fellow. It will be 
held in Staten Island. There 
will be a small charg'e. It 
,vill be an evening affair with 
real hay provided. 
Activities are now being planned 
for the summer vacation-so keep 
in touch with House Plan. 
GLEE CLUB 
The Evening Session Glee Club 
invites all students to its term-end 
social which will be held on Thurs­
day, May 18 at 9, in Room 407 of 
the Student Center. 
INTER-CLUB BOARD 
As officers for the Fall semester, 
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Vets, Now 
Hear This. 
By DAVID FELDHEIM 
. Situated beyond the doors of 
room 1120, in the 23rd Street cen­
ter are the Baruch School's Vet­
erans' Office and Financial Aids 
Office. In this office are the re­
cords of over 2,000 veterans, en­
rolled in the Day and Evening Ses­
sions, who receive benefits under 
Public Law 550, the Korean G.I. 
Bill. 
It is the job of the Veterans' 
Office to handle the paper work 
that rnables veterans to receive 
their monthly benefits. In addition 
to processing G.1.'s under the Ko­
rean G.I. Bill, the office also han­
dles those veterans who receive 
benefits under Public Law 894, dis­
abled Korean veterans. 
The Veterans' Office is also in 
charge of those students qualify­
ing under Public Law 634. This 
law provided for the education of 
the children of deceased Korean 
War veterans; it entitles them to 
monthly allowances. This law 
though only applies to minors. 
All necessary forms that must 
be filled out are available at the 
office. Changes in school curri­
culum, benefits, or any change in 
status areJ1andled through the of­
fice. It wiil assist wherever such 
changes are needed. 
Before You Bail Out . . .
All veterans are issued a book­
let which must be signed by their 
instructors. This booklet must be 
brought to the Veterans' Office at 
the end of the month whel'.e the 
signatures are verified, and schol­
arship and absences are checked. 
He must then sign an IBM card 
which is forwarded to the Veterans 
.. -. see your Big Brothers in Evening Session about any 
problems-on which you'd like some help. We all have spells of 
"rough weather," esp�cially in the beginning ... and Sigma 
Alpha is sponsoring the Big Brother movement, made up of 
more advanced students, to help Administration before the 10th of 
the Inter-Club Board has nominat- you over some of them. the month and enables him to re­



























°and l_!fa� before graduation.• Whateve.r your to call to the attention of all vet­
Abraham, . Corresponding SecrE\- .problem, come in and talk ;it over erans qualifying under Public Law 
taiies; Fred H. Altschuler and with us. 550, that the law as originally en-
Salvatore Barbari; ICE Represen- You'll find us ready to help an- acted states: the veteran "must 
tative to Student Council. swer questions, in a friendly, stu- complete training witltin 'eight 
Elections will be held at the ICE dent-to-student way, on tutoring, years after separation, even if en­
meeting on Wednesday May 17 at cun-icular guidance, extra-curri- titlement·period.is hot up." The·of-
10 p.m. After a short business cular and club activities, the facil- fice reports that� of every five 
meeting, there will be a social. All ities of the college, veteran mat- veterans .that drop out, four· leave 





��R· on us. We 
ou
;he of:f;ic� advises all j;h6s�··who The election of Newman Club of- are good listeners. We are here to may b.e .entitled to benefits or who ficers will be held on Friday, May help you. We want. you to get the may ·have any questions -concern-19th, at 8:00 p.m. Following the most out of what we think can be ing .. their benefits to come to the elections there will be a business a truly wonderful City College life! office; .• meeting. A victory party will com- Just drop us a line: The office at the Baruch Center plete the evening. 
s· Al h D lt Ch t is open Monday through Thursday Newmanites will start the sea- Bi!x
m
:54, ±11:' stid:nt c:�t:� from 9:00 A.M. to 9:00 I'.M. and son early with a Swimming Party 137 East 22nd Street on. Friday from 9:00 . ,A.]\[. to 
at the St. George Hotel on Friday, New York 17, N. Y. 5:00_ P.M. May 26th. Those interested in a ;=========================isplashing good time may obtain 
further details from Bob di Tar­
giani - FO 8-3268. 
Memorial Day will be celebrated 
by Newman Club members with a 
beach party. The fun will begin at 
12:00 p.rn. at Rockaway Beach. For 
a change, the fellows will supply 
the food and the girls will provide 
the drinks. Details are available 
from Ann Yevick - EV 3-5771. 
The Monthly Communion Break­
fast will be held Sunday, June 4th, 
at St. Francis of Assisi Church, 
135 West 31st Street. The 10.00 
a.m. Mass will be followed by 
_breakfast and a h·ip to the Cloist-
ers. 
An entire summer program is 
planned to provide all Newmanites 
with an enjoyable vacation. Activ­
ities such as beach parties, a square 
dance, picnic, and many others will 
guarantee a wonderful summer. 
Why not join us for the fun? 
SIGMA ALPHA 
At their May 5 meeting, the 
members of Sigma Alpha elected 
Harry Mulligan to the position of 
Chancellor for the coming sem­
ester. Also elected were Joseph 
Stanowski, vice chancellor; Irene 
Schultz, secretary; Bernard Cutler, 
treasurer; and Lenore Ulshafer and 
Cecil Smith, members-at-large. 
On Friday, May 19, Sigma Alpha 
will hold its Final meeting of the 
Semester. On the agenda are plans 
for the Fall Semester. A social 
will be held after the meeting. 
CJJJ.onial Coffee Shop 
CORNER LEXINGTON AVENUE & 23rd STREET 
Breakfast, ,Luncheon, Dinner 
A FRIENDLY PLACE 
Open 7:00 AM. to 12:00 P.M. GR 5-4430 
· Salesmen - Organizers - Executives
Our national company officers are looking for you
this week if you qualify. Our business is the second 
fastest growing in the U.S.A. Our company is the 
largest volume producer. This is a ground floor 
opportunnity with new products affording excep­
tional financial opportunity. There are no gimmicks. 
Part time or full time. For information call: 
MA 2-7515 - evenings and weekends 
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Via Bombay Student Coun,cil President 
To Baruch C d ''Th R· ''t , By CARU)S· ORSINI on emns e epor er 
A former cultural affairs officer 
for the United States Information 
Agency has joined the staff of the 
Department of Student Life. She 
is Mrs. Nuvart Mehta who will 
seek to promote and coordinate 
cultural affairs at Baruch with the 
help of student organizations. 
· Mrs. Mehta was a cultural af­
fairs. officer for the United ··states 
Information Agency in Bo,ii\-oay, 
India. There she interpreted the 
An,erican cultural scene to the In­
dian people and arrang·ed for cul­
tural and educational exchanges 
between both countries. 
She has traveled around the 
world and is acquainted with the 
many and varied types of cultures. 
She will certainly be an asset to 
the school as so many Baruchians 
Mrs. Nuvart Metha 
come from abroad. They will find 
it heartwarming to find someone 
-ivithin the school's confines who is 
familiar with their country and the 
customs of their people. Other stu­
dents will find it most interesting 
to obtain information on the cul­
tures of other nations. 
The main feature of Mrs. Mehta's 
projected program will be work­
ing with volunteers from the stu­
dent body to present exhibitions of 
the cultures of their respective 
countries. She will seek active pa1·­
ticipation of the American students, 
aiming at promoting better under­
standing amongst the various 
groups. She has already obtained 
the snpport of some of the mem­
bership of the evening Interna­
tional League and of the president 
of the Inter-Club Board, all of 
whom have stated their enthusiasm 
in her program and their desire 
to work with her to promote all 
phases of cultural activities in the 
school. 
By STANLEY D. JOHNSON, Jr. 
President of Student Council 
On the 9th of May, The Reporter printed an article on 
"What's Wrong- With Council?" I do not feel that we of Stu­
dent Council need at this time defend ourselves. But, inas­
much as a distorted picture has been presented to you, I feel 
that I, as President; must clear this ·up. 


















��\:: that the job we are doing is satis-
disposal. The time element entails factory to you. Therefore, when 
our woi·.king duhng the day, and only two persons out of almost ten 
grabbing· a bite to eat when and thousand complain, I feel we are 
i:i'. we have time, as is the case complimented. I am, in fact, quite 
with. most· of you. We then have happy to know that but two people 
certain projects which· we discuss in the entire student body are alert 
with some of you. and aware that it is their duty as 
· Due 'to lack of coverage from students to criticize our actions 
The Reporter, we cannot communi- whether they agree or disagree 
cate with more of you. If and when with us. 
The Reporter finds time, we may I also would like to know just 
get coverage. In the past, we have how they went about arranging for 
had some publicity on our projects. the appearance of a story in our 
This term we have had the rare esteemed newspaper. 
privilege to have cover1'ge for two But where are the rest of you? 
and only two of our projects. In Step up and speak! Good or bad, 
the event some poor, unsuspecting speak and let yourself be heard! 
person ·on the elite staff of The We are a small group, but with 
Reporter. does not understand what you, our fellow students, behind 
I 1'111 referring to, I will list the us, we can achieve many, many 
projects. things. 
Recently, we attended a confer- To sum up, I hope that those 
ence of American and Canadian who have given such criticism have Evening Session Student Govern- evaluated the entire picture of Stu­
ments. We are a part of the group dent Council and that the reading 
that formed the International As- of this letter has cleared up the 
sociation of Evening Student Gov- distorted picture presented in the 
ernments. The meeting to which I ai:ticle referred to earlier. If any 
refer is the one held this year at one of you have any project in mind 
Pace College on April 28, for the that will contribute to the benefit 
purpose of establishing a regional of us as a whole, please feel free 
unit. We also attended the installa- to present ·your project to us -in 
tion of Dr. John Everett as repre- Room 313 or in writing at Room 
sentatives of the Evening Session 104. We are having our program 
Student body. Last week we passed meeting for next semester on June 
a resolution on Uptown Student 8th, in the ·Student Cente:i: .. Government's action which was put If you do not 'have the time to 
into a small article in said news- come in, feel free to call the De, 
paper. I could easily continue in partment of Student Life and the 
this .vein, but to do so would be a personnel there will forward the 
waste of time and space. request to us. You will find that 
I have mentioned but a few of the severe case of laryngitis that 
the projects we have worked on seems to have developed is really 
this past term; yet not many of just a figment of someone's imagi­
you have any knowledge of this. nation. 
Had we received some coverage, 
1 �--------
----, these things would have come to 
light. While admitting that we may 
have the oldest evening session 
paper in the country I wish to ask 
where is The Reporter on student 
government coverage? 
The cafeteria is yet another thing 
which is still in the process of be­
ing checked into and when we do 
arrive at something concrete, we 
will be more than willing to dis­
close our findings. To present a 
forecast at this point is impossible. 
The article mentions that we are 
only a body that numbers about 
twenty. But, we represent you, a 
Mrs. Ruth Reid, formerly with 
the Department of Student Life, 
is recovering from her recent 
illness. She is taking therapy 
treatments at Bellevue. If you 
wish to write to her, she is at: 
Bellevue Hospital 
28th Street and East River 
Drive 
Section 3F 
Visiting hours are from 7 to 
8:00 on Mondays and Wednes­
days; 2 to 4:00 on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays. 
Jobs, Jobs, Jobs, 
The City of New York is seek­
ing 900 social investigators to as­
sist in the administration of the 
City Welfare Department's newly 
expanded public assistance program 
including medical aid to the aged. 
Men and women who have or 
'will have baccalaureate degrees by 
July 1, 1961 are invited to apply 
immediately for the positions which 
pay $4,550 a year to start with 
opportunities for advancement to 
supervisory and managerial posts. 
Applications may be secured by 
visiting or writing the Applications 
Section of the Department of Per­
sonnel, 96 Duane Street in Man­
hattan. 
Tests are given every month 
with the next test scheduled for 
May 20th and appointments soon 
thereafter. 
Treasury Department 
. College Seniors with majors in 
Accounting, Bu�ness Administra­
tion, Economics, Finance, Law and 
Liberal Arts may qualify for in­
terest.mg". and i:ew;arding careers 
offered by the Treasury Depart­
ment and Internal Revenue Service. 
Applications are being accepted 
from both men and women seniors. Guard physical qualifications, Sight 
Starting salarie$ range from requirements are 20/50 each eye, 
$4,345 to $5,355 per year. ,Ex- correctable to 20/30. 
tensive training programs, planned Upon successfully completing 17 
promotions and liberal employee weeks of training at Yorktown, 
benefits compare favorably with graduates will be commissioned 
those available anywhere. Contact Ensign,s in the U. S. Coast Guard 
your College Placement Office or Reserve and will be assigned to 3 
write the College Recruitment,.R,e.p ___ yeaFs--of active duty in various as-
resentative , IRS, 90 Church Street, signments. 
New York 7, N. Y. Active duty assignments include 
. �oast Guards . aviation duties for those who Applications are now bemg :i,c- qualify through a flight training cepted for the next two convemng program sea duty aboard Coast Coast Guard Officer Candidate Guard Cutters, buoy tenders or School cl:1sses. . patrol craft and shore station du-':acan�ies exist fo: the classes ties in search and rescue coordina­which will convene m September tion specialized law enforcement of 1961 and February 1�6� at the and' office administration. Coast Guard Reserve Trammg Cen- . . . 
ter in Yorktown, Virginia. Appli- ·Sern�e m the C_oast Guard, a 
cants for the vacancies must be peace time branch of t�e U. �­
between the ages of 21 through 26 Treasu17 DeI_>art1;r1ent, will _f?lfill 
inclusive, possess a Baccalureate a �an s obligation for military 
Degree from a recognized college service. . . 
or university or expect to receive Interested persons are mvited to 
their degree phor to the date the take the Officer Qualification Test 
OCS program convenes. Each ap- by contacting the Coast _Guard Of­
pl±cant mtlst receive a -qualifying ficer, Procurement Office, Room 
score on the Coast Guard Officer .618, U. S. Custom House, New 
Qualification Test and meet Coast York 4, N. Y. 
Tuesday, May 16, 1961 
....................................... � .. , ........................... .
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By VIOLET BALOSSINI 
The pattern of summer emerges, with sun and fun in­
separable, and clothes for every time, every person, every 
need ready. Pattern animates the -�lothes, too, with prints; 
stripes and checks competing 
for favor, and all of them in 
the wonderful, b1ig-ht colors 
of the season. Pants are de­
signed for leisure, for active 
sports, for gardening- or for 
general day wear. 
Many slacks, bermudas, 
jamaicas and shorts are made 
of cotton, rayon, dacron, poly­
ester, arnel, triacetate and 
sharkskin. These textures are 
crisper-than-crisp, in sturdy 
weaves for beach and hard 
wear or for lounging on very 
hot days. All you have to do 
is take your pick of pants. A
vast va1iety for choice - and 
She follows the styles - but she they're all fitted to flatter 
�:�i::. 
individual aire that boys with side-slit ankles, con-
toured waist and black zippers 
for smooth fit. Not only do they come in choice styles and 
materials, but color wise these pants are fabulous. The most 
popular colors this summer will be blues, greens and lilacs. 
If you can not decide on one shade, there are slacks that come 
in color combinations. 
Real Fun 
Tops to match slacks, bernmdas, etc.;_ and. other coor­
dinated sets are eye-catching- in your collectipn. of carefree, 
colorful wash and wear fab-
rks. Many of these sets are 
w1inkle-free, wouldn't shrink 
out of shape and are wearable 
rig-ht out of a suitcase. So 
whether it be zinging- sep- , 
arates or fabulous g-o�toge­
thers oi: all interchang-ea,bl� 
they are all irresistible - real · 
fun, and all dazzle with color. 
Wonderful, Wonderful 
It's a gTeat feeling - just 
you, in perfect harmony with 
the shore, sea and sky. It's a 
great feeling- wearing 
swimsuits of knit wool, cot­
ton, and stretch nylon. Knits 
that go this way and that 
with you, that cling-, that 
bring a new found freedom · 
to playing-, swimming- and 
looking· simply scrumptious. 
Swimsuits also come in bon­
bon, acetate lastex and cot­
ton-nylon. A light, airy tex­
ture, superbly tailored, in 
cooling colors. This is the · new bare, but not 
Entering- the wonderful overbaring swimsuit destined to set 
realm of swim wear one does th:1 
underwater kissing record for 
not find it hard to locate the 19 
perfect bathing suit. Some swimsuits have matching beach 
jackets or blazer jackets. Other suits have the butch-boy­
leg or are skirted. There are many attractive styles and 
they come in all sizes. With the time for tanning close at 
hand, take a tip and face the fun season in swimsuits of 
comfort and desire. 
Aladin 
COFFE·E SHOP 
FINE FOODS AT REASQNA8!-E PRICES 
Dinners - A La · Carle 
Daily Specials 
Fountain Service - Table Service 
· ·-OPEN-UNTIL 11:30 P'. 1.4. - RIGHT NEXT DOOR TO LA.RUCH SCHOOL 
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City Deleated Three Times; Minor _Sports Former ES Student Picked
day by scoring nine runs in one 
inning in a 13-0 victory. All three 
games were played on the winners' 
fields. 
City's record is now 2-12 overall. 
In Met Conference play it is 2-9 
and is tied for seventh place with 
Brooklyn College. 
Lefty Howie Friedman dropped 
his sixth game in seven decisions 
against Wagner. Jim Powers tag­
ged him for a three-run homer in 
the first inning to settle the issue 
early. Six City errors helped the 
Seahawks build up their lead. 
Paul Lamprinos went the route 
against Queens giving up 13 hits. 
He blanked the Knights for three 
innings, but Queens scored in every 
inning thereafter. Jack Gartner 
limited City to three hits. 
Tom Hunt and Jim McGrath of 
St. John's blanked City on one hit. 
TENNIS 
The netmen ran their record to 
U.S. Maccabean Team 
A former evening session student has been selected for 
the United States boxing team that will participate in the 
Maccabean games in Israel, this summer. 
Fred Adler, who attended eve--�-----------­
ning session for five years and is 
currently a senior in day session, 
was selected for the team through 
the efforts of Mr. Yustin Sirutis, 
boxing coach at the college. 
in day session. Because of Adler's 
experience, Sirutis wouldn't permit 
him to fight in the intramurals. 
Adler has kept in shape with reg­
ular workouts in the sixth floor 
auxiliary lounge. Adler began boxing as a teen­
ager. Representing the Department 
6-1 by winning two recent matechs 
easily. City swept all but one singles .,·  
match in defeating Hunter, 8-1. 
Iona was the second victim with 
The 23-year-old international 
trade major will be fighting in the 
.i 135 pound class. Cu1Tently he is 
recovering from a cut over his left 
eye. I� is expected to heal shortly 
�nd will permit him to participate 
m the team workouts which will be 
helc� in Paramus, N. J. Barney 
Felix, the former fighter and ref­
eree, is head coach of the United 
States team. 
Al DiBernardo 
Murray Steinfink and Joe Parga­
ment were reached for 14 hits by 
the Redmen. Six hits, four walks 
and two errors gave St. John's a 
nine run fifth inning, 
a 9-0 blanking. 
TRACK 
Co-captain Vince Hanzlich ac­
counted for 14 of City's 18 points, 
as the trackmen finished fifth in 
the ninth annual Collegiate Track 
Conference championships at Kings 
Point, L. I., last Saturday. 
Hanzlich won the shot put and 
the discus throw and finished sec­
ond in the hammer throw. Jen-y 
Fasman, Norman Jackman and the 
one-mile relay team were the other 
point scorers for City. 
City will conclude its track sea­
son by participating in the IC4A 






You're needed ... just as your father and grand­
father were. It's an obligation that a lot of qualified 
college men have to meet. .. that of serving your coun­
try, when and where you ;ire needed. 
And the Air Force needs college-trained men as 
officers. This is caused by the rapidly expanding tech­
nology that goes with hypersonic air and space flight. 
Your four years of college have equipped you to han­
dle complex jobs. You have the potential to profit 
from advanced training ... then put it to work. 
_There are several ways to become an officer. 
First there is Air Force ROTC. Another program, 
relatively new, is Officer Training School. Here the 
Air Force commissions certain college graduates, both 
men and women, after three months' training. The 
navigator training program enables you to win a 
flying rating and a commission. And, of course, there's 
,the Air Force Academy. 
An Air Force officer's starting salary averages out 
to about what you could expllct as a civilian. First 
there's your base pay. Then add on such things as 
tax-free rations and quarters allowances, free medical 
and dental care, retirement provision, perhaps flight 
pay, and 30 days' vacation per year. It comes to an 
attractive figure. One thing more. As an officec, you 
will become eligible for the Air Force Institute of 
Technology. While on active duty many officers will 
win graduate degrees at Air Force expense. 
Why not contact your local Air Force Recruiter. 
Or write to Officer Career Information, Dept. 
SC15, Box 7608, Washington 4, D.C., if you 
want further infor1nation about the navigator 
training or Officer Training School progrnms. 
U.S.,Air Force
There's a place for 
professional achievement on the 
Aerospace Team 
Fred Adler 
of Parks, he fought two years in 
the Golden Gloves. During the sec­
ond year he reached the quarter­
finals. 
Boxing was dropped as a varsity 
sport at the college during the early 
1950's. However the sport is kept 
alive with intramural tournaments 
The United States team is fi­
nanced_ by private donations. Many countnes of the world will be rep­
resented at the games which are 
run in similar fashion to the Olym­
pics and are held every four years. 
In 1957 basketball player Sid Levy 
played for the U.S. team which 
won in its sport. Boxer Arnie Smo­
lowitz, represented the college in 
1953 and won the 175 pound divi­
sion. 
After two months of workouts, 
the team will leave for Israel Au­
gust 23. The games open August 
25 and run through September 13. 
CITY RIDER WINS TITLE 
Bob Fischer of City won the fifty 
mile national intercollegiate road 
racing championship held last Sat­
urday in New Haven, Conn. 
Thirty-eight cyclists, represent­
ing fourteen colleges _parti£ipated 





111 East 23rd Street 
Invites you to do your last 
minute, pre-final studying in a 
congenial atmosphere where 
you may stay as long 
as you like. 
To you students who are 
going to summer school, 
the VENETIAN is pleased to 
announce that it will be open 
to serve you in air conditioned 
comfort. You wi·II find 
our prices as comfortable 
as the temperature. 
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ES Cagers, Rifle, Swimming Teams Le,ad '60-61 Successes; 
Varsity, Fencing, Wrestling Disappoint; Soccer Mediocre 
· By BUGT BEAGLE VARSITY win Cohen, Mike Winston, and pionship and finished second in the team's most valuable player award. 
Sports at the CoiLege during the · Howie Wilkov were the other reg- U.S. Coast Gu2-rd and the St. Four members of the team \\'ere 
1960-61 season had its shares of BASKETBALL ulars on the squad. Hurwitz, the John's invitational championships. recognized for their performances 
successes and disappointments. The ·1960 ,61 season set a record 
take-charge man in backcourt, av- Captain Bern;:u:d Renois was bY. the_ New York . Stat� Soccer 
·The following is a summary of the for the 56-year basketball history 
eraged nine points a g ame before honored v,,jth the Ben WallacJ-i Coaches ·Associa-tfon. Inside left 
resu!ts of various varsit'!] sports. of the' Colleg·e, as tl1e va 1·s 1 ·ty 1··11-
.he used up his eligibility in mid- Memorial Award of tlu Class of Aldo Gambardella, .. a six g·oal 
BARUCH 
BASKETBALL 
The 1960-Gl season was the most 
successful in the history of the 
evening session team Coached by 
Geor,: e Wolfe, t'1e sc:uad won nine 
of ten games and had a two-y�ar 
streak of 14 wins in 15 starts. 
Balance and good shooting were 
. the keys to this year's successes. 
Lackinf in height, with but one 
·man ove:· s ·x feet, t'.1e team relied 
on mo·ving the ball around, setting 
· up the good shot. 
Five Score in Double Figures 
Five men avernged in double 
figarcs. C:tptain Ron Epstein led 
the a:ta,k with a 19 9 averag�, hit­
. ting almost 50% of his floor shots. 
His backcourt partner, Ed Gotta, 
was runnerup with a 14.9 mark. 
Marshall Le'.chuk, Baruch's 6 4½ 
center, led the team in rebounding 
· with an average of 10 per game 
· and. av,lraged 12 7 points a game. 
season. Gerber started most of the 1913 as "the stu-:lent who reflects scorer, . waf, s,:il�ct(l"d for t]Je New curred.its third straight losing sea- early games, but couldn't score, most credit upon the College by .York State. first team. Baruchian son. 
Coached by Dave _Polansky, the 
team won seven and lost ten with 
one game cancelled due to a snow­
storm. Despite the losing record, 
it was an improvement over the 
4-14 mark of two years ago. 
The season also marked the first 
and at the end of the season was his athletic achievement during the John .Costolas, was selected for the 
riding the bench. yoa:·." sec_oncl team' at ·fullback: Goalie 
Cohen started every game for Don Nunns was th� top marks- Andre Hohtkruy'er and ins
.
icle right 
City at forward. He averaged eight man on the team and was the num- Eai"le Scai"lett. iieceived honorable 
points and was the number three ber two man in the league. Nunns mention. · 
rebounder. In the finale against .and Reno is each shot a 286 0ut a 
.. 'Sopho111ore- ; .  Wolf .. Scherer 'and 
St. Francis he had·his best scoring i:tossible 300 to lead the scoring _\v'.i11gman· Nick; Wonlgemuth- :were 
night with 22 points. Winston, a against St. John's. the othei· top·, scorers: Ha1:fb'acRs 
Baruch student, averaged 6.9. His The team was coached by Ser- Hugh Bobb and Karl ·RacevsRis a1so 
best games were against Bridge- geant 1/c Bernard J. Kelly, who perfo1;mecl ,veli. . 
· • 















;:�� . SWIMMIN.G; 
games. which won the national trophy for The team started ·fast; \vinni;g 
Jerry_· Greenberg, Don Siclat and three straight years. 
its first six meets·; then lost··thr�e 





;he �f1��sta� 1fw�; ��= SOCCER -!"f�tropolitan crrampionship!l-- it fin-
season, but was ineligible for the The 7-3· i·ecoi·d th;t· the soccer 
is ad fifth. · ' · - · 
spi'ing semester, Greenberg got team· compiled : · duri'ng' the fall 
The· team fo1ished · fourth-in the 
his chance to play late in the seac .semester would indicate a success-
regul�r : sea�on. l\>[et, -_Conference, 
son and gave City the outside scor- ful season for most colleges. I:Iow0 
a�d als�_.pl�ced fo_ur�h- m tl!,e_ East-
ing it lacked previously. ·�ver at -_City, where , soccer rates 
em Invita�wn�l ·Re)ay Carrnvl!_i. 
Onlv Ben-der and Hurwitz are Just behmcl . basketball, it was a 
Queens, · Brooklyn, Manh�tj:an, 
-· · t - - w·th f rrre-diocre season 
·Noc since7:950- Rutgers, Fordham -and Bi:o0kl-y.n gone nex season. 1 a year o h c· · . Poly were beaten as the m . n 
experienc_e for most of the squad, as ity 10st three games m one of Coach Jack Rider were �:;I�"' and a trio of freshman prospects season. hi,,-h · 0 
coming up, an improvement can be After ,vinning or sha.ring the Co
.
lumbia broke the streak with 
expected next season. Met championship-for five years, a 53-42 win at the Wingate PooL 
FENCING 
Coach Edward Lucia went into 
the 1960-61 with a squad of inex­
perienced fencers. The results 
full Ol),e_for Polapsky as head coach. showed ,as ,City lost six of its nin(l, · 
Previously h_e was- j)lst an interim matches. 
· · 
coaeh-wi-th Nat Holman waiting in In po�t-season competition the 
City fell into a second place tie in Kings Point then nipp_�d . the Bea-1959. In 1960, City won six of eight vers. NYU, winner of the Met title league games and wound up in dealt City its. third loss. City brok� third place. - the streak by be:iting Lafayette at Highlighting the season was a· Easton, Pa. in its finale. 
The loss of star div:er Nick West 
at mid-season w·as - the difference 
in the King:s Point meet. He was 





tli�"�eftY��: The team got off to a poor start collegiate Fencing Association 
ancl-·never fully recovered. It championships and 13th in the 
,, .,:;:.:·�� its first five games to NCAA tournament. The -team als6 
W-.tgn,�, -y�_shiva; Columbia, Buck- tied for s�venth in the Eastern 
. nell. and . LIU, before . it defeated championships: 
Buffalo State at the Wingate Gym. '..City's wins c::.me over Rutgers, 
gained four third places in totaling 
22 points. NYU's 117 points out­
di..s.tancad the field . 
Carl Ross and Dan Goldin were 
voted the top awards for the sea­
son. Both got th3 Jack Rider Sen­
ior Swimming Award as outstand­
ing competitors and all-around per­
formers. Ross also received the 
Murray Gartner Award as the out­
standing swimmel' for the 1960-61 






�;p;;� ��t� winning streak, then f�ll into the Columbia, Pennsylvania, Yale, 
��!�t�;��:tB
���;�!l}n�fft:ti��.:: Princeton and Navy. City's schecl-
increasecl af ainst Brooklyn Fair- ule is one of the toughest in the 
Jeigh Dickinson and Upsaia. ' country. In addition to NYU, Co-. lumbia. Navy, Princzton, and Penn-
- To open the 1961 y.ear, the team sylvania are among the top ten in 
traveled to Northeastern and was the country. 
season. 
WRESTLING Ron Epstein routed. Then City came home to Ray Fields received the Alumni 


















 Fencer's Award as the outstancl- Winning but three of nine 
scored 27 points and pulled in 21 school's history. The Beavei·s had 
ing performer foi: the season. matches, the matmen salvaged 
.rebounds. Against the Main Center beat the Knights 13 stra.1 ·ght t1·1nes. 
Sophomore Vito Mannino improvod what was a poor season by finish-
t I 1 23 · t d had s::!adily as the season progressed. ing third in the Metropolitan In-
2�
a:.�b;�.,���
r�is tofit�:a:�st the City pulled a majoi' surprise by Richa1:d Blanquet, Mike
 Gold-
Eloy Pereira tercollegiate wrestling champion-
Main Ce!l�er set an incliviclual re- easily beating Bridgeport on the fein, and Jerry Mouldovan score
d ships. 
bound re�orcl for evenjng session. losers' court. Then it dropped consistently for City. The trio will 1_0 conquest of the Rensselear In the opening match City Jost 
M 1 1 H . . cl , t 
games, to Tri-State champion Fair- b J graduated this term. However Polytechnic Institute and a come- to Columbia 24-6 as the Lions went 1 a _ ci° m amm i3°me tne
d 










· back to edge Rider and Adelphi, turning, plus some sophomores who Disappoi·nti·ng wei·<> los•es to Br·o·ok- team evened its record ,by r0uting an was t 1e num er two re oun er. but bowed in the final minute to now have a year of experience. - � B kl P Bob Keidanz also joined the team St F · . th , f' 1 There are also .several promising l
yn, 3-2, in the closing minutes 1�0 yn oly 33-5 · 
at m;cl-year a•1cl averag,cl 10 points 
. ranc1s, m e season s ma e. 
freshmon coming up next season. a.nd to Brockport -Teachers, 1-0. 
bach Joe Sapora's . squad then 
a ga�e. In tl;e final ra;nes he was Although it had a losing reco�·cl City's other loss was by a 3_1 score 
ran into difficulties as it proceeded 
O'-'erall City had a 5 4 record m to Pratt. to drop five straight matches to hitting at a 20 point clip. -its sec�ncl year of Tri-State com- RI f LE Te�nple, East Stroudsbur?", Kings Jim CartQr's rebou,.,clin,,- and Hy tT d f' . h d . ti f" t 
City's other victories were scored Pornt, Drexel, and Montclair Teach-
Slav·n:s ball handJ'ng·�· ·er; also key 
pe I wn, an, mis e 111 le irs The 1960-61 season was the most against Kings Point, Ft. Schuyler, 




successful one in the history of Adelphi, Queens and LIU. The 






1:Jn er_ Polansky, City used a the sport at the College. Winning Adelphi and LIU wins were shut-
their defeats, the team bounced 
Steve Dnnefsky and F.d -Sherman 
del,)lerate type of offense. W_or�- 21 straight league matches, the outs. 
back to whip Fai):leigh Dickinson 




















. First ll::ili n�lp 
, During the fir3t !::elf of the sea­
son Johnny Hodgo, Allen Milman 
and Joel Hb:stre3t h'31ped the team. 
Hodge's last second basket beat the 
West Side Y. 
Other wins for City were over 
the Fashion Institute of Technol­
ogy t�vice; the Dickinson Evening 
High School, Brooklyn College 
School of Genera) Studies, the New 
York Institute of Technology, and 
the Main Center. 
The lone loss of the season came 
-on F�bruary ,21 to Cathedral_ Col­
lege by a 81--73 scpre. Th_e_ winners 
with su;perior height controlled both 
backboards ana that decided the 
game. Trailing by as much as ·20 
·pointsrearly. in, the second half, the 
Baruch team cut the deficit to three 
-with less than two minutes remain­


























































' · . 01 Y . s P r Over a two-year period the team 
"' ·• 
game, considered very low rn these has won 28 straight matches. In 
tors scored on a screen shot in the competition, led the · City showing 
days of offensive basketb_all. On the course of extending its streak, 
last three minutes of the first half in the Met championships. Drop­
defense City gave up 68 pomts per the team ended Jong winning and that was the game. · ping clown -one class he swept 
gam�. streaks of two of the national Hunter, which broke City's un- through the tournament, defeating 
Tor Nilsen, after a slow start, powers _ St. John's and Army. beaten streak at 49 in 1959, was ·his opponent 8-0 in the finals of 
\-ed the team in scoring wtih a 14.5 St. John's beat City two years on the verge of repeating, as it led the 137-pouncl class to give City its 
average. He scored only 19 points running and wound up with the 3-1 going ii1to the last five minutes only title. . 
in bh�- te�m's first . three games, league title with City one game of the third period. Then City
, Three · other' City men reached 
then averaged 20 pomts per game behind. This year the story was which had been applying the press- the final round but lost. Phil and 
over a six game stretch, including reversed . .City won 1,422-1,414 and ure, began to find the nets. The ·Charles Rodman and Al Lydecker 
a 35' poii1t -night against LIU. wound up with the title. St. John's result - four goals in Jes than w:ere the trio. 
Co-captain Shelly Bender, City's was one match behind. The Joss six minutes - and a 5-3 win. Other first stringers for City 
otlfer top l'ebounder, was an in- 0nclecl a 92 match winning streak The 1960 squad was hard hit by were Jerry Kaplan, Mike Bratnick, 
and-out p e r f o r m  e r all-season. that the Redmen had compiled and graduation and many new faces Barry Goldlust, Paul Amonick, Lar­
Against Hunter he scored three was th'3it· first Joss in five years were in the lineup for Coach Harry ry Groehl and Jerry Robinson. 
points. The following game against of league competition. Karlin's team. Injuries to key play- Although the team didn't have 
Ricle1, he netted 25. Against Bridge- Arrnv too came to the Lewisohn er's were partly the cause of the a winning rl)corcl, Sapora took 
port 'he scored 22 points, but the Stadiu1� range with a long streak team's failure to jell. Centerhalf- solace in the fact that few 
mxt game with Fairfield he was only to se � it ended by the Beavers back Eloy Pereira injured his ankle pins were registered against the 
held to three foul shots. For the at 38. in the Alumni game, and couldn't Beavers. The showing in the Met 
season his average was 11.9. The team also won the National perform at top speed thereafter. championships also pleased the 
Ted Hurwitz, Mike Gerber, Ir- Rifle As ociation sectional cham- Pe:i:eira till was awarded the c�ach. 
City U. Formed; 
Plan PhD Degree 
We were all thrilled when Governor Rockefeller signed the bill 
that combined the City CoUeges into the City University of New York. 
At first it seemed we could ascend great heights, but later develop­
ments proved that there were drawbacks. 
(April 18, 1961) 
After a 114 year existence, The College of the City of 
ew York exited into the pages of history to make way for 
The City University of New York. The change of names, and 
status, took effect last Tuesday, April 11, when Governor 
Nelson A. Rockefeller signed a bi-partisan bill which created 
the largest university in the world. 
The new university, which _has 
more than 91,000 students, will be­
gin offering advanced doctoral pro­
grams in the fall. Eleven programs 
have already been outlined, ac­
coi"ding to Dr. John R. Everett, who 
will be sworn in as chancellor of 
the University system next Mon­
day. 
The state legislature has thus far 
failed to provide any money for 
the doctoral programs. President 
Buell G. Gallagher, of City Col­
lege, said there is "a slight pos­
sibility of funds for the corning 
.academic year." However, he re­
mained "somewhat dubious" about 
it. 
Control of the seven colleges 
that make up the university is re­
tained by the Board of Higher 
Queens College offers its graduate 
work in education only. 
Commenting on City College's 
doctoral programs, President Gal­
lagher stated, "Our plans are ma­
turing in each of the four schools 
of the college. Each school is at a 
different stage in planning the 
Ph.D. program." 
The bill had been widely sup­
ported and was unanimously passed 
by the State Senate. The BHE, 
the Board of Regents, Mayor 
Wagner, the presidents of the 
seven colleges, most New York City 
newspapers, and the AFL-CIO all 
backed the bill. 
Dr. ,Rosenberg hailed it as "a 
triumph of vision and of the good 
tradition of meeting the public's 
need in higher education." Dr. 
Everett said the university would 
help_ fill "the desperate lack of 
sufficient numbers of college 
teachers, chemists, physicists, econ­
omists, and other essential scien­
tists and scholars." 
Blood Drive 
Nets 150 Pints 
The blood bank drive at City 
should be a part of each and every 
one of us. It is through the efforts 
of Student Council and their 
chairmen that lives are saved, 
By JEFFREY D. FEUER 
- (November 15, 1960) 
One hundred and fifty pints of 
blood were collected as a result of 
the Fall 1960 Blood Drive. The 
collection was held on Wednesday 
night, November 2, on the second 
floor of the Student Center. 
The campaign was an unexpect­
ed success; the number of pints 
Dr. Gustave G, Rosenberg, chair- collected was the fifth highest of 
man of the Board of Higher Ed- the eighteen drives which have 
ucation. been conducted by the Evening 
Session Blood Bank. The night be­
Education. The seven are City, fore the close of the drive, Martin 
Brooklyn, Hunter, Queens, Bronx, Burack, chairman of the Student 
Staten Island, and Queensborough Council's Blood Bank Committee, 
colleges. The latter three are two- reported that he only had 90 
year colleges. pledges. 
The free tuition policy of the According to Burack, 174 stu-
BHE was unaffected by the bill. dents appeared for the purpose of 
However, according to Dr. Gustave giving blood. Twenty-four of them, 
G. Rosenberg, chairman of the how�ver, w�re <le'.1lared :ineligible board, "modest fees would be after being examined by a phy-
charged for P}1.D. courses." sician. 
At ,present, the municipal col- -Burack felt, however, that there 
leges offer programs leading to �,ere unn-ecess�iy delays in pro­
master of arts degrees .. City, Hun- cessing the blood donors and plans 
ter and Brooklyn colleges offer a to make ::,, study of this and other 
joint master's program in Govern- drives in order to establish a more 
ment and Political Science, and will orderly system 
offer joint programs in Russian "The blood donation process took 
Area Stt<dies and in Philosophy as long as 75 minutes, when it 
next fall. City and Hunter offer should not have taken more than 
cooperatively a master's degree in 45 minutes," said Burack. "The 
chemistry. . major fault lies with the New York 
In addition, City College offers Regional Blood Program which 
two at the Baruch School, Hun.- provided us with an inadequate 
ter eleven, and Brooklyn thirteep; ·ii,t�ff." 
Miss Carol 
. 
Fox, Queen of Evening Session, 
CarolFOx Crowned New 
Evening Session Queen 
Every year we await the coming of the Beauty Contest sponsored 
by THE REPORTER. It was at the Hotel Commodore that Miss Carol Fox 




We were all surprised when the 
Heald Commission, appointed by 
Governor Rockefeller to review 
the public higher education system 
in New York State, released its 
report. One of its recommendations 
was to have a $300 tuition fee im­
posed on municipal college stu­
dents. 
(November 29, 1960) 
Proposals by a three-man 
committee appointed by Gov­
ernor Nelson A. Rockefeller, if 
put into operation, would put an 
end to all tuition-free higher ed­
ucation in the state. 
The group, headed by Henry T. 
Heald, president of the Ford Foun­
dation and formerly chancellor of 
New York University, would au­
thorize full tuition rebates to needy 
students. 
Dr. Buell G. Gallagher, Presi­
dent of City .College, said, "I have 
for many yeal!s been on record in 
favor of keeping the municipal col­
leges tuition-free.'' 
In its report, the committee con­
demned the existing state educa­
tion system, =d called for a com­
plete rebuilding of public higher 
education. 
The report termed the present 
teachers colleges "inferior,'' the 
machinery for control and opera­
tion of the state's higher educa­
tion "not equipped to meet the 
needs for the future" and its ad­
ministrative chain of command so 
confused that, without drastic re­
vision, "the State University will 
never be able to keep a first-class 
(D 
president, nor will it be able to 
ecember 14, 1960) attain the stature of a great state 
Carol Fox is the new Queen of Evening Session. At the institution of higher learning." 
Inter-Club Board-Reporter Dance held at the Hotel Com- In regard to the municipal col­
modore on December 2, Miss Fox was selected over seven 
leges and the state teachers col-
leges which presently are tuition-
other semi-finalists by a trio of judges to be the "Prettiest (Continued on Page S-3) 
Miss" of 1961 of the Baruch School� •.-------------------------­
Evening Session. 
A June '60 graduate of Jamaica 
B:igh School, the Flushing, Queens 
girl is in her first term at the 
Baruch School. She was the tallest 
girl among the semifinalists stand­
ing 5-7 and weighing 129. Her 
Liberal Aris Nixed 
For All Non-Malrics 
other vital statistics are 36-25-36½. On the day they registered, non-matriculated students were noti-
Just ten days before the finals fied by the Registrar's Office that they would not be allowed to take 
Carol celebrated her eighteenth liberal arts courses. It was learned that this move was a strict enforce­
birthday. Although belated, it was ment of existing policy. 
a most heartwarming way to cel­
ebrate. 
In addition to retaining the tiara 
with which she was crowned, she 
was presented with many prizes 
as a token of her new found sta­
ture. The most noteworthy prize 
was that of a white fox jacket 
contributed to the contest by the 
Fur Information and Fashion 
Council, Inc. As a later sidelight 
to the contest it was found that 
Carol's father is a furrier. 
A second major -prize for the new 
queen was a lady's Hamilton 
Watch, courtesy of the Hamilton 
Watch Co. Of all her prizes this 
was her most welcome. For the 
past three months, she has been 
wanting to get .a watch but with 
her heavy afternoon-evening pro­
gram of 13 credits she just hadn't 
found the time. 
Other gifts that she received 
were Shalimar Perfume from Guer­
lain; a party book and a cook book, 
compliments of Good Housekeeping 
(Continued on Page S-3) 
(February 28, 1961) 
Liberal art courses are not being offered to non-matricu­
lated students at the Bernard M. Baruch School of Business 
and Public Administration, it was announced by Bernard T. 
Ulitz, assistant registrar. 
Dr. Robert A. Love, director of<,;•-----------­
the Evening Session was called proceed along prepared directions 
upon to make further explanation toward their respective degrees. 
on this decree It was learned that Prior to regis,tration, students · are given a list of courses which this is not a new law but rather are offered to them. It was through 
a strict enforcement of present this method that non-matrics were 
policy. According to policy, liberal advised of the changes in the pres­
art courses are not offered to non- ent program. 
matrics. Non-matrics, it is believed, are 
Presently, students are segre- attending for business courses only. 
gated into the different classifica- If these students had intentions of 
tions in order to maintain educa- working toward a degree they 
tional standards. That is, courses should have submitted their high 
that are offered to Bachelor of school records and waited until 
Business Administration students they were notified of their clas­
are reserved for them only and sification before registering. At 
those offered to Associates in Ap- present, those students who are 
plied Science are reserved for AAS non-matriculated can apply for 
students, and so on. It is felt that classification by submitting their 
by this segregation, students will high-school records. 
Page S-2 THE REPORTER 
Editorials 
Editorials are comp9sed of th_e expressed opinions of coUege students like yourselves. The editors 
of THE REPORTER do not mouth the words spoken by their superiors. We feel it a gre�t responsibility to 
bring yoii, the Baruchian, exact news as it affects you; interesting features and factual material through­
out the paper. 
If in our edits we blast anyone or anything, we feel we are expressing the thought of our feUow 
classmates. If we are not expressing your thoughts, we hope we gave you something to think about and 
possibly act upon. 
Of Vital Importance, 
(October 11, 1960) 
One year ago, when the· snack bar was and walls were given a desparately needed 
opened on the eleventh floor of the 23rd coat of paint. Nothing helped; the cafeteria 
Street Center, the students made a tragic remained its old, sloppy self. 
mistake ....::... one which has never been rec- The mistake made in both cases was that students found garbage on the table and 
tified. obstinately refused to throw theirs in a re-
.· At that time, the Evening Session stu- fuse can. They simply added their share to 
dents of the school were generally disgusted the pile. 
with the unpalatable conditions of the Tenth This semester, the college installed a num­
F1oor Cafeteria. While the snack bar had a ber of machines in the Marble Lounge of the 
limited selection of food; it was something Student Center. Tables and chairs were pur­
to look forward to, because it was clean and chased in order that the students could enjoy 
sanitary. 
. 
their meals comfortably. So far, the lounge 
Within a few short weeks, the tables and has been kept neat and in order. Let's do 
the floor of the Snack Bar v,ere encumbered what we can to keep this lounge clean; if 
with' f11th, and the only way to determine we don't, all is lost. If we students don't make 
which floor you were on was to look for the effort to maintain an attractive lounge, 
either machines or humans. we'll be buried in a mire of garbage again, 
Last spring, the Tenth Floor Cafeteria and everyone will be forced into the 23rd 
was also mechanized. _In addition, the tables Street restaurants and coffee shops. 
Tighten Those Purse Strings 
(March 21, 1961) 
Anyone who underestimates the polititcal 
:ability of Governor Rockefeller is a prime 
cal).didate for t!ie title of "King of the Goony 
J3irds.'' Witness the neat job that was done 
with the so-called "scholar-incentive" plan: 
When the Governor first proposed his plan, 
:he worked on the theory of "Want two? Ask 
for five." By the time he brought out his 
modified plan, all the opposition was talked 
out ... Some of the legislators yelled about 
provisions of the bill, but when the time came 
.to stand up and be counted most of them put 
their tails between their legs and ran for 
the hills. 
' When they did that, they put the concept 
:of free higher education, in New York, in its 
grave. All that remains is to drop the dirt 
·on it. This will probably occur in the spring 
of either 1962 or 1963, when the colleges 
begin charging tuition. It won't happen in the 
fall of '61 or '62, because elections are due 
right after that . . . The Board of Higher 
Education was given the authority to impose 
fees upon us, and [authority is granted only 
if needed]. First, the Govern.or will bring the 
Board around to his way of thinking, [pos­
sibly by] packing it with his cronies. Next, 
the State University will charge tuition· at 
those of its divisions that are now tuition 
free. Finally, in &rder fo help defray the ris­
ing costs of our 1miversity (which City will 
be, by then) a "modest" tuition will be 
charged ... 
The struggle to maintain the Municipal 
Colleges as citadels of free higher education 
for deserving young men and women has 
been carried on since 1847. So far, we have 
prevailed. But the enemies of our college a.re 
on the march. 
_R�turn of the Altruist 
(November 15, 1960) 
To put it mildly, we were pleasantly sur­
prised and very -rriuch elated at the result of 
this semester's Blood Bank Drive, which 
was held on Wednesday, November 2. 
As we went to press with our last edition, 
·the Blood Bank Chairman · was bemoaning 
the poor response that he had received to 
·his campaign, and we anticipated that the 
drive would result in a record low in the 
number of pints collected. We even pondered 
-the passing of the City College Altruist, a 
specie that once amassed in great numbers 
.but which, two weeks ago; appeared to have 
gone into extinction. 
In spite of all this profundity, WE WERE 
WRONG. The night of the drive, students 
turned out in droves, and the second floor 
of the Student Center literally was swarm­
ing with blood- donors. In the end, 150 pints 
of blood were collected, ranking this drive as 
fifth highest of the eighteen drives that have 
been held in Evening Session history,· 
Those who gave may have something to 
be proud of. Those who didn't may live to 
regret it (or they may not live). 
In spite of those who did not give, we 
applaud the return of the altruist to the Eve­
ning Session of the Baruch School. 
The Unsung Heroes· 
(April 11, 1961) 
City· College students were not the only 
ones who went on vacation in April; the state 
legislators did, too. Of course their vacation 
is a bit longer than ours, nine months long­
er ... Some of [them] spend as much as four 
days a week, for three months a year, in 
Albany, doing their utmost to pass [bene­
ficial] laws . . . 
Some people have had the audacity to sug­
gest that the [Rockefeller aid to private 
school students] bill is unfair because it does 
not aid the public college students. What 
foolishness and lack of foresight these people 
have! In another year or two, all of the pub­
lic colleges will be charging tuition, and then 
we will all be eligible for aid ... 
Review the record of [ the legislators]. Ex­
amine the bills that were passed: the "tui­
tion-aid plan, the authority granted the 
Board of Higher Education to impose tui­
tion fees at City College, the New York City 
Baseball Stadium bill and many others just 
as valuable. Now then, is there anyone who 
does not know the exact worth of our legis­
lators? 
Tuesday, May 16, 1961 
BEST OF SULLIVAN 
By Edward M. Sullivan 
It is most difficult for us to pick the "Best of Sullivan" for all 
of his material is excellent. We hope we have picked your favorites. 
Songs that Stephen Never Fostered 
The Crowd Stood Up And Yelled "Ole!", As The Bull 
Tore Hernando's Hide A way 
She Was Only A Moonshiner's Daughter, But He Loved Her 
Still 
I'll Take You Home Again, Kathleen, Those Last Two Cock­
tails Turned You Green 
She Was Only A Loose Woman Who Kept Trying to Get Tight 
They Laughed When I Sat Down To Play (Little did they 
know the cards were marked) 
They Laughed When I Picked Up The Violin (Little did they 
know I was from the finance company) 
'Twas Liquor That Broke Up Our Happy Hom_e (The-still in · 
the basement exploded) 
RECOMMENDED READING 
"I Conquered Dandruff" by Yul Brynner. 
"How_ to Laugh at Life" by the Editors of Look 
"The Story of a Police Chief" or "For Whom the' Bulls Toiled'� 
"I Was a Moiseyev Dancer for the FBI" by Arthur Murray 
"Are Eskimo Women Cold?" 
PHILOSOPHIC MUSIN(iS'· · 
He who laughs, lasts . .. whenever things look blackesti 
send them to the laundry . . .  candy is dangerous - it's 
put an end to many a girl ... What is so rare as an "A" in 
June?· ... Even Samson had a sense of humor - his last joke 
broug·ht the house down. 
* 
RUMOR MILL 
Were Elsa Maxwell and Fabian actually seen together on the 
Riviera? ... Are things really so bad in Hollywood that King 
Kong is working for an organ grinder? . . . Did a guy in 
Kentucky really go nuts trying to take inventory of his rabbit 
farm? ... Any ti�uth to, the story about the Brooklyn mer­
chant who took a cab to bankruptcy. court and then invited 
the driver inside as a · creditor? . . . Is there an armless 
sculptor in the Village who works by holding the chisel be­
tween his teeth while his wife pounds the back of his head 
with a maUet? 
OVERHEARD 
"He looked up his family tree and found out he was the sap" 
"They remind-rne'of two Hershey bars - she's plain and he's 
nuts" 
"I asked her for some old-fashioned loving, so she introduced 
me to her grandmother" 
"I'm not saying she's old, but when they lit the candles on her 
last birthday cake, six people fainted from the heat" 
"I don't know much about the A B C's of poker, but I'm sure 
finding out about the IO U's" 
''I found a way to settle her hash. I take two Tums after 
dinner and then go right to bed" 
"My father was wiped out in 1929" 
"Too bad. How did it happen?" 
"A broker jumped out the window and landed on his pushcart" 
Ad in paper: "Lion tamer wants tamer lion" . . . Sign in 
Bronx undertaker's window: "Why walk around half-dead 
when I can bury you for $50.0 0 ?" .. . How about the guy 
who entered a saloon optimistically and left three hours later 
misty. optically? ... Epitaph op. tombstone of dead jazz musi­
cian: "Don't dig him now, man-this time he's really gone!" 
... How about the mad scientist who crossed a parrot with 
a tiger? He says he doesn't know what he's got, but when it 
talks, you'd better listen ... Or the guy who had seasickness 
and lock jaw at the same time? ... Did you hear about the 
two porcupines who were stuck on each other? 
Said the toe to the sock, "Oh, .please let me through" 
Said the sock to the toe, "I'll be darned if I do.'' 
Parents! Brace yourself and get a load of some of the new 
rock 'n' roll groups who will soon be driving you to distrac­
tion: 
Jimmy Zippo and the Brain Surgeons, Willie Lowdog and 
the Stoneburners, Chuck Steak and the Bone Rollers, Tommy 
Overtime and the Clockwatchers, Eddie Hemoglobin and the 
Blood Donors, and Solly Lowmargin and the Stockcharters. 
THOUGHTS FOR THE WEEK 
More patient pedestrians would make fewer pedestrian pa­
tients. 
It takes two to make a marriage: a young girl and an anxious 
mother. 
Women have become so independent that the only time they'll 
Jean on a man is after 4 martinis. 
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��:� N Buell Gallagher Quits CCNY 
magazine; a portrait of herself to 
be done by Franch artist, Michel 
Craig; and cosmetics from Jacque­
line Cochrane. All of the semi­
finalists also received fountain pens 
from the Esterbrook Pen Co., and 
books donated by the New York 
Times. 
The judging of the contest was 
handled by Miss Thecla Haldane, 
a free lance photographer, who 
has had many of her photo stories 
in Life Magazine; Mr. Jacques 
Fray, radio announcer for station 
WQXR who handles the shows "To 
France With Music" and "Listen­
ing to Music"; and Mr. Max Seigel, 
radio news editor of the .New York 
Times and faculty advisor of The 
Reporter. Dr. Robert A. Love, di­
rector of the Evening Session, who 
was also to be a judge, could not 
appear during the evening. 
First Appearance 
Carol was the first girl to appear 
before the judging panel. She wore 
a grey Belgian hare fur over her 
red scoop neck sheath with a bus­
tle in back. (All of the girls made 
their initial appearanc2 wearing a 
variety of furs loaned to The Re­
porter for the evening by the Fur 
Information and Fashion Council). 
Reverend Fath·er Edward Soares addresses group at Hillel-Newman 
interfaith meeting. 
The girls later appeared minus 
the fur pi=ces so that the judges 
could get a better view of the con­
testants. Points were awarded on 
the basis of face, figure and per­
sonality. 
This meeting of both H-illeiites and Newmanites at Hillel House 
u,a.s one of the most outstanding accomplishments of this semester. 
These two organizatiO'ns represent a vast majority of Jews and Chris­
tia�s throughout the school. A lack of communication causes 95 % of 
misunderstanding one another. We are glad that strides are being 
ma.de toward a broader understanding of our fellowmen. 
(March 14, 1961) 
By PHYLLIS M. AMMIRATI 
The girls were brought out en 
masse shortly before midnight. 
Master of Ceremonies Fred M. 
Feldheim, first announced the third 
place winner Barbara Maisel. Then 
the runner-up Carol Barrett. 
As the tension mounted Feld­
heim announced the new "Pre.ttiest 
Miss" as number one, Carol Fox. 
With applause and cheers still 
ringing in her ears, Carol was 
crowned with the queen's-, tiara by 
Violet Balossini, "Prettiest Miss" 
of 1960. , •. 
The Evening Session Hillel Society and the Evening S3s­
sion Newman Club held their first joint inter-faith m3eting 
on Thursday evening at 8 :45. A group of 50 people gathered 
to hear an address by Reverend Father Edward· Soares and 
Rabbi Solloff on the topic: "Is It Respectable to Be Religious 
in America?" 
Is it respectable to be religious?t.l·-----__:------�------ -'--'--'-- --
It all depends upon what you mean 
JO h n 8 0 n Re-E lecte· d by religious. Religion directs our whole livzs toward good, it was 
stated by Father Soares. There 
A 
p • d t f s c are the Socialists who accept God s re s 1 en 0 
as Jong as it does not interfere in 
The work of a Student Council is to represent you,- the students their lives. They go along with 
at Baruch. You shouid take a more serious attitude toward this or­th= theory that you go your way 
and we go ours. Religion is con­
sidered respectable if it is kept 
in its place, in the church or 
synogogue. But should it venture 
past the doors, it is unrespectable. 
Social Standing 
It has been determined that in 
some social areas it was not good 
social standing to be religious. In 
the lower class incomes, people 
tend to be more religious than 
those of higher class incomes. 
Those who are considered intel­
lectuals do not readly accept God 
in all facets of life, as much as 
those who are not on a high intel­
lectual plane. 
, Rabbi Solloff . stated that reli­
gion should be defined before 
judgment is passed. All too often 
people make rash judgments on 
something they know very little 
or nothing about. To get a better 
und �rstanding and truer picture, 
it is necessary to know and under­
stand the religion. 
After presentations were giv�n 
by both Father Soares and Rabbi 
Solloff, a question and answer 
pariod followed. 
Use of Books 
One question that was asked was 
if books about religion, written so 
long ago, could be applied today 
and still be effective. The Bible 
was brought out as an example. 
Religion hasn't changed as much 
as we think, stated Rabbi Solloff. 
If we compare the sciences of the 
past with those of the present, we 
can see that progress has been 
made. But we cannot look upon 
the Bible from a theological stand­
point. The Bible gi,ves the condi­
tion of man; what it means to be 
a human being. It is a classic in­
sight to the working of mankind. 
ganization and lend your able support as you have done in this elec-
tion. 
(January 21, 1961) 
Stanley Johnson, president of the Student Council, was 
returned to that position by a majority of 824 yes votes as 
against 81 no votes in the recent Student Council elections. 
Andy Mitchell, running for his • 
first term on Student Council, was 
elected vice president by a vote 
of 791 yes to 83 no. Other executive 
board positions were won by Jef­
frey Feuer, elected to the post of 
corresponding secretary by a count 
of 765 to 95, and by Betty Bar­
ney, elected to the position of re­
cording secretary by a vote of 794 
to 75. Both were previous members 
of the Council; Feuer as freshman 
representative and Miss Barney as 
recording secretary. 
The only contested executive 
board position was for the post of 
Treasurer. Running for it were 
Alan Abraham, former correspond­
ing secretary of Council, and Ted 
B3rk. In the final official total 
Ab1·aham won the position by a 
margin of 21 votes. Totals show 
436 ballots cast in favor of Abra­
ham as against 415 cast for Berk. 
In other election results, Bur­
dette Gratton has been re-elected 
representative to the National Stu­
dents Association. Sudesh Kappur 
was elected Graduate represen­
tative, Alan Bernard, Junior Class 
representative and Harvey Kase, 
Sophomore Class Representative. 
Winners of the positions of 
Freshman Class representatives 
ware Nanci Blumberg, Howie 
Spanier, Carolyn Teitelbaum and 
Barbara Bittman. 
In the race for Non-Matric rep­
resentatives, the victors were Rob­
ert Krein, Carlos Orsini and -Bar­
bara Gordon .. 
Tuition 
(Continued from Page S-1) 
free, the committee said that the 
municipal colleges should charge 
the same $300 tuition fee by the 
fall of 1961 that it urged for all 
public institutions. 
However, in the group's plan, 
needy, students, whose parents 
earn less than $5,000 a year, would 
b3 granted tuition rebates. The stu­
dents would further be required 
to have a "C" average or better. 
Mayor Robert F. Wagner, in re­
ply to the committee's proposals, 
said that both he .and the people 
of the city would have to be con­
vinced of the "wisdom and neces­
sity" of charging tuition and ex­
tending state supervision in the 
city's free municipal colleges. 
Dr. Gustave G. Rosenberg, chair­
man of the Board of Higher .Edu­
cation, reiterated his support for 
tuition-free higher education. He 
said the BHE had been working on 
its own "mastzr plan for further 
development of the city's colleges," 
and told the Mayor that when it is 
completed, "We will discuss it with 
you, and that will be the answer 
to the Heald report." 
The City College Alumni Asso­
ciation has issued a statement 
firmly opposing tuition fees and 
declared that it would "defend the 
fre3 status of the city's colleges 
with all· the i;esonr"es at its dis­
posal." 
To Head Golden State Colleges 
We have likened this great man with another who has done so 
much for our country. Although centuries apart, Dr. Buell G. Gal­
laglier was cast from the same mold as Abraham Lincoln. Gallagher's 
spirit and manly character are likened to our great president. Both, 
of them believe in liberty and justice for all. 1t is sad that we wilt 
lose Dr. Gallagher, but we wish him luck and God speed. 
(April 11, 1961) 
Dr. Buell Gordon Gallagher, ninth president of City. 
College, will leave July 1 to become the first chanc�llor of 
California's state college system. He will have spent nine 
years at CCNY. 
Three Picked 
As Celebrities 
We are proud of our three 
Baruchians who were nominated 
to "Who's Who." They are prime 
examples of the high scholastic 
standards to which we at Baruch 
try to adhere. 
(January 10, 1961) 
By DAVID FELDHEIM 
Ed Feldmann, Warren Kap­
lan and Seymour Adelstein 
have been nominated this 
week by the Department of 
Student Life of the Baruch 
School Evening Session to ap­
pear in "Who's Who Among 
Students in American Univer­
sities and Colleges." 
"Who's Who" is publis_hed yearly, 
listing the names of graduating 
seniors recommended by their col­
leg3s and universities. These sen­
iors are chosen on the basis of 
service to the college and on schol­
arship. 
, Kl Feldmann, Spring, 1954, edi­
tor-in-chief of The Reporter, start­
ed at tln Baruch School in 1951. 
Feldmann was also the editor of 
the now d=funct Midnight Mag­
azine, the literary magazine of 
Baruch School Evening Session. 
A January graduate, he is an 
adve�1:ising major and a public re­
lations minor. 
Mr. Feldmann served on the Stu­
dent-Faculty Committee for four 
semesbrs and served several terms 
as President of the Publications 
Association, the governing body of 
student publications in the evening 
session. 
In 1955, he was the recipient of 
th, Masonic Award, given annually 
to the student who has shown out­
standing qualities of leadership 
and citizenship. In addition to this 
award, he won the Mossesscn 
A ward for work on The Reporter 
and a Reporter Servin Key. 
Warren Kaplan, Spring, 1959 
Features Editor of The Reporter, 
began his Baruch School studies in 
September 1953 
A J anua.ry graduate, he is ma­
joring in Business Managemant , 
and minoring in Accounting. 
At 23 years of age, Mr. Kaplan 
is the Assistant to the President of 
Globus, Inc., investment brokers. 
Previously, he was a registered 
representative .with Sutro Bros. 
and Reynolds and Co. 
Kaplan was a member of The 
Reporter staff for three semesters. 
As Features Editor he authored 
"Dollars and Sensz," a weekly col­
umn dealing with stocks. 
Seymour Ad 3\stein, charter mem­
ber of Sigma Alpha Delta chap­
ter, began his Baruch School 
studies in February, 1954. He is 
married to the former Miss Dor­
othy Seigel, presently a Baruc!1 
School sophomore. 
He is presently employed as an 
accountant with the City of New 
York. 
With Sig1!la Alpha he served on 
the New Candidates committee and 
was co-chairman of the Induction 
Dinner Committee. 
Adelstein was a m :mber of the 
freshman orientation committee. 
worked for the Blood Ba11k. a'lld ·f:p;­
tutorial and other committees. 
Reportedly pass�d over for chan­
cellor of New York City's munic-. 
ipal colleges and United States 
Commissioner of Education, Dr.­
Gallagher returns to a state where. 
h) has political ties. He was the 
Democratic and Progressive· Party 
nominee for Congress in California· 
in 1948 and, after a narrow defeat, · 
was appointed Assistant Commis­
sioner of Education in the Trnman 
Administration. From this position, 
the Board of Higher Education sel­
ect,d him in 1952 to succeed Dr. 
Harry N. Wright. 
New Horizons 
At City College, Dr. Gallagher 
heads an institution of more than 
32;000 students. It is the oldest 
a11d largest of the city's municipal 
colleges. Since Dr. Gallagher's ar. 
rival, CCNY has expanded its edu.• · 
cational program, opened new divi-· 
sions and established adult educa­
tion branches in many parts of the: 
city. Last year a faculty commit-' 
tee, under Dr. Gallagher's direction, 
drafted plans for th, introduction 
of courses leading to the doctor of 
philosophy degree at the college. 
Members of the California Col­
leg) Sy�t m chos3 Dr. Gallagher 
\ma·1imo,·s:y from among 180 re­
com:·.,c�dcd c�ndidat2s. Louis H. 
Heibro,1, chai11;,an of the 15oard, 
praised the nev, cJ1ance1lor as an 
"outstanding schola1· and skillful 
administratoT" well equipped to 
guid, "the world's largest college 
system." 
The system consists of fifteen 
four-year' state colleges, which· 
have a total enrollment of 96,000 
students. For the past century 
th ,se institutions have been op­
erated under control of the State 
Board of Education and the State 
Superintendent of Public Instruc­
tion. Beginning July 1 they wiU 
be directed by a tw•mty-one mem­
ber board of trustees, with Dr. 
Dr. Buell G. Gallagher 
Pre3ident of City Colleg� 
Gallagher us chief administrator. 
After his appointment, Dr. Gal­
lagher said in Sacramento that 
"there is absolutely no n ,gative 
reason why I am leaving City Col• 
leg,'· and 'hat he would leave New 
York ·',.,ith deep regret." Dr. Gal­
lagh ,r noted that he was attracted 
by the challenge of the new posi­
tion and has desc;-ib:d it 8$ "full 
of dynamism_." 
On Ma:·ch 14. President Gal­
lagher threatened to resign unless: 
th 3 city colleges were grante<l' 
University s�atus with the right to. 
give gr�duate degrees. In a·
Churchillian vein, he said he would: 
not preside over the declin3 of col­
leges unable to offer the advanced 
work, necess.ary for full profes• 
sionaL...,pxgp.aratio.n. 
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Hodge's Buzzer Bosket City Varsity Gains
Extends E. S. Streak lo 7 F��fu�!k,, ��,�!.,�.��� .. ,.���.! 
a first division spot in the Tri-State League. Although sports have 
been de-emphasized at CCNY, the players exhibit as much spirit as 
any college team in the country. 
· · In a thrilling, action packed basketball game, a dramatic, last second score gave the Baruch team a 
close victory. 
(December 20, 1960) 
By BURT BEAGLE 
(Febrnary 28, 1961) 
By THEODORE DEMERIOU 
Johnny Hodge's buzzer basket gave the Evening Session cagers a ·72-70 win over the Te City varsity clinched a first division berth in the 
West Side YMCA, last Friday night at Hansen Hall. The victory extended the Baruch Tri-State League by defeating Adelphi College, 68-52, at the 
team's Winning streak to seven games over a two-year period. Wingate Gym last Saturday night. 
T1·ailing most of the game, the Evening Session team managed to pull even late in Once again it was Tor Nilsen leading the Beavers with 
the second half. The lead see-�·- ------------------------ his 17 points and fine rebound-r->•-----------­
sawed back and forth for the final 
five minutes, with the Y taking a 
70-66 lead with 57 seconds left on 
John. Cumberbatch's jump shot 
from behind the foul line. 
Ronnie Epstein drove down court 
for the Baruch teain and was fouled 
by Steve Puskas. On a one-and-one 
situation, he converted the first 
shot, but missed the second with 
Cross Country Meet 
Won by Beaver Team 
The Beaver cross country team accomplished one of its major 
victories by winning the Municipal College Championships. In doing 
so, the team proved that good balance is more important than any 
individual star. 
(November 15, 1960) 
Exhibiting good team balance, City's cross country team 
gained the sixth annual Municipal College championship on 
the Van Cortlandt Park course, Nov. 5. 
City totaled 32 points in bringing its season's record to 
4-4. Hunter finished second with• 
. 35 points. Queens and Brooklyn 
rounded out the field with 68 and Mi· nor Sports 108 points respectively. 
Hunter placed runners first and 
second in the meet, but couldn't 
match City's overall strength. Led 
by John Rhode, the Beavers gained 
four of the first eight positions 
and also copped twelfth for team 
honors. 
Lest we forget, the teams partic­
ipacting in the so-called minor 
sports fared very weli this year. 
In one of its best matches all year, 
our rifle team defeated West Point, 
ending Army's long, unbeaten 
skein. 
FENCING 
(Feb. 21, 1961) 
ing. Also hitting in double figures 
for the Beavers were Shelly 
Bender and Irwin .Cohen, both with 
13 points. The victory, however, 
Tor Nilsen 
was a team effort with Don. Sidat 
scoring nine points, Jerry Green-
berg seven and Mike Winston 
chipping in ,,•ith six. 
The Panthers led for most of 
the first half, City breaking a 
tie only momentarily when Tor 
Nielsen scored on a jump shot and 
followed it up with a foul shot, 
thus completing a three-point play 
to make it 24-23. Adelphi quickly 
went ahead as Joe Woltering hit 
his two hand jump from the key. 
The score at the half was 33-30, 
Adelphi. 
In the second half, the Panthers 
managed to stay ahead of the 
Beavers by two or three points for 
most of the third quarter. Then 
with 12 minutes left in the game, 
Cohen tied the score at 43-all. At 
this point Coach Polansky called 
for time and instructed his players 
to use a half court press. The move 
worked wonders for the Beavers 
and they took the lead. The game 
then seesawed back and forth until, 
with five minutes remaining in the 
game, City started to puff away 
when Sidat widened the gap to 
58-53 with a 20-foot jump shot. 
From then on, the Beavers main­
tai11e.d their lead. For the losers, 
Jim Chestnut and Ed Cahill were 
high men, each with 17 points. 
Johnny Hodge 
46 seconds left. The Y recovered. 
Instead of holding the ball for a 
final shot, it took a shot immedi­
ately, and center Marshall Lelchuk 
recovered for the Baruch team and 
called time out. 
Ed Wright and Marty Taylor 
finished one-two with times of 
29.27 and 29.40. Rhode was third 
with 29 :56. City took fourth and 
fifth places with sophomore Paul 
Lamprinos and Joel Saland cover­
ing the five-mile course in 30:16 
and 30 :26 respectively. 
Hunter's Henry Kaplan was sixth 
and Queens' Gerald Pesch was 
seven th. Jose Delgado finished 
eighth for City with a time of 
31:09. Dick Lewis was the fifth 
scorer for City finishing twelfth. 
Bill Hill came in thirteenth and 
George Pelletiere eighteenth. 
Capturing all three weapons for 
the first time this season, .City's 
fencers swept past Brooklyn Col­
lege 20-7, on the loser's mats, Feb­
ruary 11. It was the second win 
in seven matches this season for 
Coach Edward Lucia's team. 
City won epee and foil easily 
with 8-1 and 7-2 margins, but just 
did get by 5-4 in sabre. 
Leon· "Chief" Miller Chosen 
For LoCrosse Holl ol Fume 
TENNIS 
(April 18, 1961) 
Leon "Chief' Miller's 28 years of dedicated contributions to City 
College athletics were rewarded when he was elected to the Lacrosse 
Hall of Fame. 
Coach George Wolfe set up the 
final play by calling for Epstein 
to freeze the ball until five seconds 
remained. However, he found him­
self bottled up in the corner and 
passed off to Lelchuk at the foul 
line. Lelchuk, too, was bottled up 
so he passed to Hodge. Hodge hesi­
tated a second and then, with two 
seconds remaining on the clock, 
arched a jump shot ·from 20 feet 
out. As the buzzer sounded the 
b_all swished through the net, and 
the Baruch team won its second 
straight this season and seven over 
two year. 
The showing was City's best of 
the season. Last year, the Beavers 
finished third in the meet and 
ended the season with a 1-7 mark. 
This year the squad, which has 
only two seniors, started slowly. It 
dropped its first four meets before 
defeating Iona. The sweep of the 
Municipal meet salvaged what 
could have been another poor sea­
son. 
City's tennis team won its tenth 
straight Metropolitan Conference 
match by beating Adelphi 5½-31/2, 
last Friday afternoon, at the Fleet 
Swimming and Tennis Club, in the 
Bronx. 
(December 20, 1960) 
Leon "Chief" Miller, lacrosse coach at the College for 
28 years until his retirement this year, has been elected to 
the Lacrosse Hall of Fame. His selection along with seven 
others was announced December 11, at the 78th annual con-
RIFLE 
(Jan. 19, 1961) 
Miller came to City in 1931 and • 
started a revival of lacrosse. It tains of North Carolina, he left 









8 Straight for Hughes 
In its next to last meet of the 
season, the Beavers tied for sixth 
place in a twelve school field in 
the Collegiate Track .Conference 
championship held in Van Cort­
landt Park last Saturday. 
Rhode finished nineteenth, with 
a time of 30 :02, for the only City 
finisher in the top twenty. 
City's undefeated rifle team won 
its biggest match in several years 
last Saturday, defeating Army 
1422 to 1421, and thereby ending 
a West Point winning streak of 38. 
The win was City's seventh 
straight this season. Pacing the 
Beavers were Don Nunns and Tom 
Picunko, who each scored 285. 
Army's duo of John King and Ed 
Brown were the top shooters with 
286. 
game was kept alive at the school. 
Miller had the reputation of de­
veloping many All-American and 
All-North players. In 1940 he was 
selected by the Lacrosse News as 
the outstanding coach in the coun­
try. In 1946 he coached the All­
North team. 
Born and raised on a Cherokee 
reservation in the Smoky Moun-
Record Sh ow Up; See Booters 
From Behind Vict ory 
Crowds 
Dram atic Come In 
The Baruch team took a 2-0 
lead on Epstein's basket. The Y 
came back to run off eight straight 
points. They continued to lead un­
til the seven minute mark when 
Eddie Sherman scored on a drive 
io put City ahead, 23-22. However, 
J'erry Hughes ran off eight straight 
l)Oints and the Y led, 30-23. At 
halftime the margin was 36-32. 
Ed Gotta was the key man in Although City's soccer team did not win any championships this year, they contin
ually provided us 
keeping the Baruch team in the with thrilling matches. The game depicted below is a prime examp
le of fine performance. 
game during the second half. After (November 1, 1960) 
hitting for but two field goals in 









i� hooters rallied from a three goal deficit to defeat arch rival Hunter College, 5-3, at Lewis-
points. ohn Stadium, last Wednesday. 
Lelchuk was the hottest shooter The win was City's fourth straight in Met Conference plan and kept them as one of 
of the night with 7 of 10 from the the league's two undefeated teams.• field and 15 points overall. Hodge It was Hunter's second loss in four of the third period. It controlled call!)d for using his hands and .City and Lelchuck were the ' top re- league games. midfield and_ kept the ball 'deep _in was awarded a penalty kick. Vic bounders with 10 and nine respec-
A crowd estimated at nearly Hunter territory. At the 18 mm- Politano took the kick and scored tively. 
z,000, the largest in , �he school's ute mark Huhg Bo�b led a pass to 
Baruch Evening west Side y history, sat in stun)'le,d silence as Wolfga�g Scherer m front of the 
Hodge, Ii Ga Fi Pi Dunsmore, liG2 Fi fi City trailed by 3-1 as late as the go8;1 thirty ?ards out. InS
tead of 
Hlrstreet o o o Cumberbatch 2 o 4 17 minute mark of the third period. trymg to dr1b�le around the full-
Wi:!,"'rrnanan rf � � : �r::::i rf I g 
1
� Then explodinu with a devastat- back, Scherer kicked on the run and 
Lelchuck, c 7 1 15 Swabb, c 3 o 6 ing bui:st, City r:mmed home four h_is line drive boot found the upper 
i;�1n��g 1i � � r�an. lg � g i goals in less than six minutes to right corner. 
- - - Hughes, rg 7 s 22 completely demoralize the sagging Hunter put the ball in play and 
Total 32 8 72 
Total 26 18 70 Hunter team. City promptly took it away and 





��A· ·::::::::: �: 5��� took to the offensive at the start goalmouth a Hunter player was 
into the upper left corner to tie the 
game at 3-3 at 18 :45. 
Once again Hunter put the ball 
into play and City took it away. 
Coming downfield it fired on goal 
and Hunter was called for another 
handball. Nick Wohlgemuth took 
the penalty kick and hit the upper 
right corner to put City ahead 4-3 
with a minute left in the period. 
Leon "Chief" Miller 
part of the memorable era that 
made the small school a national 
power. He played with the immor­
tal Jim Thorpe, Gus Welch, Joe 
Guyon, Jim Twohearts and others 
on Pop Warner's legendary foot­
ball team. 
When Thorpe and the others 
graduated, Miller became the star 
of the team. He received honorable 
mention on W:1lter Camp's All­
American team. In 1912, as a mem­
ber of the United States Olympic 
team, he competed in the decathlon, 
the most grueling of all athletic 
events. 
